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Abstract 
To provide a theoretical basis and uniform termi-
nology for thermal emittance measurements» the discussion 
of the three fundamental methods of emittance determi~ 
nation is preceded by a section on nomenclaturej theo-
retical evaluations and transformations, thermal radia-
tion laws 1 and instrumentationo Particular consideration 
is given to the e&tablishment of a consistent system of 
r spatial emittance and reflectance terminologyo Formu~ 
lations which permit transitions from spectral to total 
properties and from directional to herni.spherical values 
of emittance are presentedo Polarization effects are 
included in the coverage of the theoretical evaluation 
of emittanceo The validity of assumptions made in the 
manipulation of Kirchoff 9 s law ···is also discusseda 
Examination of black body comparison methods 
includes the theoretic·al analyses of black_body cavitieso 
Systems used for independent black body comparison in 
air, an inert gas, and a vacuum, along with the di f-
f! cul ties encountered in these respective environments, 
are presentedo Methods which use the black body as part 
of the sample are relatedi and consideration is given 
to the special cases of electrical non-conductors and 
non-opaque materialso 
-(J 
- 1 -
.J. 
(. 
. j : 
Coverage of the indirect optical methods is preceded 
by a presentation of the restrictions on reflectance 
measurements for transformations to emittance valueso 
A delineation of spherical and hemispherical integrators 
and hohlraums» along with the absolute and comparison 
methods of,measurement, is presenteda Bidirectional re~ 
flectance systems used in the characterization of surface 
roughness and the establishment of diffuse standards are 
also describedo 
··calorimetric methods are approached with the view 
that the accuracy of the final emittance values is 
dependent on assumptions made in the heat balance of the 
system under considerationo In the description of the 
eq·uilibrium calorimetric technique~ undesirable conduc..:i 
t1on losses are consideredi and in the presentation of 
the dynamic technique£> a discussion o-f the determination 
or the temperature~time values is giveno 
To expedite a more thorough ·1nvestigation of the 
--
three basic methods of emittance measurement~· an exten= 
sive bibliography· is attached to the main text o 
' \ 
g 
)·· . . 
,., _;,,_ .. -.. 
r 
,. . 
., 
.i 
·r .• 
Introduction 
A study of radiation heat transfer is important in 
the design of transport vehicles and systems for outer 
space and in the analysis of high temperature energy 
transfer problems encountered in industry o The phenom-
enon of radiation exchange between bodies necessitates 
an understanding of the thermal emission characteristics 
of the surface of a body a Since the ability of .a body 
to radiate th~rmal energy is a function of its emitt~nce~ 
this property must be accurately evaluateda A theo~ 
retical approach to emittance evaluation is formidable 
because of the inability to classify materials accord-
ing to crystalline or polymeric structure a Thu~, exper~ 
!mental determinations are nearly always useda 
Many of the surveys of emittance measuring tech= 
niques have classified the~methods according to temper= 
" 
ature rangesi the materials tested» or the type of 
emittance measureda Since the accuracy of emittance 
measurements is dependent on the experimental systems. 
used, it is desirable to classify measurement techniques 
in this manner" It was foundi after· an exten_si ve 11 tc:m 
erature searchj that experimental systems could be 
grouped into three classes o Al though this presentation 
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deals with the experimental aspects of emittance, 
consideration is also given to the dependence of 
experimentation on the underlying theoretical con-
cepts of radiation heat transfero 
~-
t·,· 
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Io Fundamental Theory of 
Thermal Emittance Measurement 
Ao Nomenclature and Definitions 
•. r: 
Al though the basic concepts-~ -.of thermal radiation 
transfer are, in general, agreed on by lea.ding au~ 
thorities in the field, there exists an obvious lack 
of uniformity in the use and definition of symbolso 
> The terminology which is employed in this paper is 
quite similar to that presented at a conference at the 
\ 
University of Michigan (238) as being the most up to 
date and accurate nomenclature of thermal radiation 
propertieso In addition to this source» a number of 
I 
other references have been reviewed to clarify partic-
ular termso Rutgers (259) and ~errien (301) have 
particularly good sections on terminology for the vis-
ible spectrum, and !{alter et al (147) approach symb·ols 
from the perspective of the infrareq physicisto· An 
international committee under the name Symbols a Units, 
and Nomenclature periodically publishes in MetrologiA 
the latest results of its activitieso Table I-A 
gives the names corresponding to symbols used in this 
paper and the terminology is more explicitly defined 
- 5 -
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Table I - A 
General Nomenclature 
Symbol Name 
U ~ Radiant Energy 
p 
w 
. H: 
J 
N 
E 
Radiant Power or Flux 
Emissive Power 
Irradiance 
Radiant Intensity 
/ 
Radiafice 
Emittance or Emissivity 
au 
~'C 
JP d)2U 
-----oA - e>A d t 
JP 
JA 
JP ., 
Gl-'2... 
Jap 
JA J..n.. cos 6 
·W 
wh 
Absorptance or Absorptivity 
Reflectance or Reflectivity 
Transmittance _or ~~smissivity 
See Def o 
" 
n 
u 
-'\, 
Absorption Coefficient 
Scattering Coefficient 
Extinction Coefficient 
Radiant Energy Dens+tY 
( t~ Property of a Black Body 
(,J Function of Wavelength 
(T) Function of Temperature 
Stefan Boltzmann Constant 
c1 Planck's First Constant 
Planck's Second Constant 
- 6. -
:H 
·n 
' .... 
" 
JU 
JvoLVME. 
Units 
watt 
watt/cm2 
watt/cm2 · 
watt/ster 
watt/ster-cm2 
watt/cm3 
I 
'": 
l 
L ; 
' ; 
;· 
f 
) 
t 
I 
' ~ 
. ', 
·••, 
Table I - A 
.. ' . 
... :.'.''·\.- "1·.:,\·!:·/.'',:':.',\•,,.:::' ... f•.;- '····,1,,,. 
. ··•-•·•"•'""·-•-••·'"""'"'--•-••.-.... =»• ""'""'-'""'·'_;~_.C, ... a :_,_jl 
I 
t 
I 
1: 
General Nomenclature for Visible Region of Spectrum 
simbol Name DescriEtion Units 
I 
I Q Luminous Energy talbot g 1 ;~ 
* 
' :;, F Lumilnous Flux lumen ':~· 
··! 
JF . ' E Illuminance lux ~~, ' c)A 
I Luminous Intensity JF candela ).J;l... 
B Luminance JaF candle/m2 tJ A J..n... c.ose 
•., .. 1_: 
, . 
- 7 -
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in the following texto 
Nearly all general radiometric terms have anal-
ogous names in .the visible region of the spectrumi 
... 
but often "v1sib le" terminology has uni ts different. 
from those of the general radiometric termso (See 
Table I-Ao) In the definitions below, radiometric 
units are given for the visible termso 
The visible region, and its relationship to the 
ul 1i.raviolet and in_frared portions of the spectrumk) is 
shown on the following grapho The wavelengths which 
bound this region· are the same as those given by the 
Perkin=Elmer Corporationo 
INF~A.F{ED 
, 
-- _....,_ o.e 
• 
__ _ VI.SIBLE 
Ir 
~-o.+ 
ULrl'(A V/01.-E, 
f 
Figure A-1-ao 
Spectrum Terminology 
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Radiant power is the rate of transfer or radiant 
energy o (watt) 
Em1ss1ve power is radiant power emitted pe~ unit 
area of the surface of a bodyo (watt/cm2) 
t 
Irradiance is radiant power which is incident 
upon a unit area of the surface under considerationQ 
(watt/cm2 ) 
Illuminance is irradiance in the visible region of 
the spectrumo (watt/cm2 ) 
Radiance is the radiant power emitted per projected 
unit area of the source in a given direction per unit' 
solid angleo (watt/ster-cm2) 
Radiant intensity is radiant power emitted per unit 
solid angle in a given directiono (watt/ster) 
Luminous intensity is the visible analogy of radiant 
intensityo (watt/ster) 
A gray bodlz is a body with radiometric properties 
that do not vary with wavelengtho 
A black body is a body which absorbs all radiation 
incident upon 1 t and there fore re fleets or transmits 
none of this incident radiationo Or, from the perspec-
- 9 -
.~ 
·~-
., 
ti ve of emission, a black body is a body which radiates» 
at a given temperature, the maximum amount of thermal 
radiation at all wavelengths over the spectral distri-
bution of emissive powero 
Emittance is the ratio of the emissive power of a 
body to that of a black body with both bodies at the 
~ame temperatureo (Refer to the section on the clack 
body comparison method of determining emittance for a 
more complete explanationo) 
; 
JbsorE~ance is the fraction of the incident radiant 
power that is absorbed by a body o 
•, Transmittance is the fraction of the incident radiant 
power that is transmitted through the bodyo (For an 
opaque body, the value of transmittance is zeroo) 
Reflectance is the ratio of the radiant power re-
flected from a surface to the radiant power incident on 
the surfaceo 
"---' 
The suffix "ance" which is used on the last four · 
definitions will be discussed in detail so that it may 
be distinguished from the suffix "ivity"o 
f 
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Definitions which end with "ance" are applicable for 
·~- any solid regardless of the surface condition or opacity 
of the body, and usually the surface conditions .directly 
affect the measured results a Bennet and Porteus (21) 
have shown that a significant error results when the root 
mean square value of the height of the surface irregular-
ities of a material is OoOl wavelength of the radiation 
reflected from the bodyo Since most thermal radiation 
measurements vary over the spectrum from O ol to 20~ » 
surface asperities on the order of OoOl A can cause a 
noticeable departure of measured radiation properties 
from theoretical calculationso Figure A-1 shows er-
ror as a function of the surface roughness and wavelengtho 
It is interesting to note that for a roughness of ten 
angstroms» a decrease in the wavelength of radiation b·y 
a factor of four will increase the error by a multiple 
of teno Bennet (19) and Koehler and White (170) give 
a detailed explanation of how the graph was constructedo 
According to this analysis, 1 t is impossible to achieve 
a smooth surfaceo As Dunkle (82) points out, much work 
needs to be done in determining standards for surface 
irregularitieso 
When the suffix "ivity" is attached to the above 
four definitions, these terms (emissivity, etco) denote 
- 11 -
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Figure A-1. ·Relationship Bet\veen Surface Roughness 
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the properties of a material rather than a surface o 
-That is, with the use of the ending "1 vi ty" j the surface 
must be "optically smooth" or 91perfectly planen and 
·r· thick enough to be opaque O Since the surface is smooth j 
the radiation characteristics are independent of surface 
conditions such as roughness and ~xidationj and the meas~ 
ured properties will be a function of the material of 
which the body is compose.do An- analogy used by Limperis 
( 184) 1 llus trates' the difference between emittance and 
emissivityo
1 
The resistivi.ty of a wire is a material 
property, while the resistance is dependent on the cross 
sectional area and length of the wireo 
This differentiation raises the question - when is 
·' 
a surface considered to be "optically smooth"? In ex-
perimentation on polished metal and glass surfaces» 
emissivity and reflectivity are often used to denote 
' 
the measured radiation characteristics because it is felt 
that the surface is sufficiently smooth so that the effect 
of irregularities is negligibleo Concerning the addi-
tional stipulation of opacity» the same terminology 
will be employed if the thickness of the sample is of 
such a magnitude that it makes the value of transmissivity 
negligible at the wavelength of the radiation measuredo 
_, 
- 13 -
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The adjective se~ct:c;al is used to describe the 
property of a material at a given wavelengtho Mon0m 
chromatic has the same meaningo 
If cfA is a small but finite wave~ength interval» 
then the spectral emittance may be defined as 
"A-t-l"'A 
~4.).. W(A) d;... 
With the same considerations j) the spectral reflectance 
is denoted as 
i\.,. f tl J p ( ~ )"1.EP'LJ:CT.f!"D d ;i 
L,~ ..\. -fl f (X) ·~. rf-1 _: o -"--+f_A. ____ _ 
/ P(A) INC/OEN{ dA 
;t-J'A 
(A-2.) 
Spectral absorptance and t~ansmi ttance may be de f+ned 'in 
a similar mannero If a symbol is written without the 
( A) notation 9 1 t is ass um~ d that it signifies a rv total n 
propertyo (The property is that of the entire wave-
length distribution from zero to infinity of radiation 
at the specified temperatureo) 
~ 
When emission from a body in all directions is con-
sidered, the resulting emittance value is termed hem~ 
isphericalo If the measurements are taken at a particu-
., - 14 -
./ 
. ' 
lar wavelength 9 specttal .l?-~!fspherical_emittance» €(.~,7), 
is obtained and if all r:avelengths are collectedj total 
-
heipispherical emittance, E (T), is measure do ( See Figo 
A-2-ao) 
If emittance is measured in the normal direction tto 
a su~face, and at a specified wavelength, spectral 
normal emittance, E (N, ~, T} , is indicate do Total normal 
emittance j E (~r), results when all wavelengths are 
collectedo There is no stipulation on the solid angle 
of emission with respect to the surface in normal meas-
urements; the only restriction is that the radiation 
be collected perpendicular to the x-y planeo 
0 
Directional emittance is denoted by specifying ttie 
orientation of the solid angle of emission of the radia-
tiono If E (e,¢, A.,T) is spectral directional emittance,) 
it follows that E(a,¢17) is total directional emittancea 
Before reflectance symbols are presentedj three of 
L_ 
the terms used to describe the directional radiation 
characteristics of a surface must be definedo A diffuse 
surface emits or reflects radiation in all directions 
with equal radiant intensity o A ~:eecul~rm~~rface re~ 
. 
fleets radiation within a ·solid angle Jla at angles e" i 
- 15 -
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¢~ for incident radiation from e i ¢, or solid angle ...12.Ao 
When the reflected radiation is a ·combination of the 
specular and diffuse effects, but satisfies neithe~ 
definition completely, then the surface is imperfectly 
diffuse o 
The inconsistency with which spatial reflectance 
terminology is used makes it necessary to define reflec-
tance symbols rather than termso Commonly used adjec~ 
tives will be employed to clarify the physical situation 
I 
whenever possible o ( Angles used below are defined by 
Figo A-2-b ,J) 
Collection of radiation at solid angle ..fl8 oriented 
ate~,¢' to the z axis with hemispherical irradiance at 
wavelength A is symbolized by f'e~f/>,( H,A,-r). (By "hem-
ispherical" is meant "over the hemisphere" covering the 
upper half space of the x-y plane, ioeo ,...n_ is equal to 
2,r steradians o) 
Hemispherical measurement of spectral hemispherical 
irr~diance is represented by f 17 (111 A,T). This is often 
·termed total reflectanaeo 
Spectral hemispherical measurement of hemispher- · 
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ically incident radiation is signified by (',,,A.{H, r). 
Collection of radiation through solid angle ....n.. 8 
positioned at e~i (I;~ with spectrally incident radiation 
through solid angle ..n..A oriented at e » ¢ is denoted by 
· P8~¢-'(e,a1>,l\.. 17) o Such a physical situation is termed 
biangular reflectance or bidirectional reflectanceo 
.L_ 
. - .. 
For specular reflection,· 
e = e' 1 ¢ = ¢,, 
When monochromatic radiation is collected hemis~ 
pherically j and the surface is irradiated through solJ.d 
/ angle -12,.. at e 11 ¢, the situation is symbolized by f,t,/8,'P,T). 
Spectral collection of radiation in the normal di= 
rection with respect to the surface, with hemispher-
ically incident radiation, is signified by (°.v;..\ (H ,-r) . 
This situation is often described as normal colle9tion 
of diffusely incident radiationo 
Obviously, there are a number of other combinations 
of incident and reflected geometrieso Only those which 
are useful in indirect determination of emittance are 
presented above o 
( 
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Bo Theoretical Evaluation of Emittance 
Theoretical formulations which use the optical 
constants of the material under consideration are the 
bases of comparison for radiometric measurementso 
Before discussing the theoretical methods of obtaining 
emittanc.e "'values, it is necessary to examine the effects 
of an intervening medit.tmon the propagation of radiationo 
The molecules of such a medium can absorb or reflect 
radiant energyg These last two processes are usually 
referred to as absorption and scattering of radiant 
energy; a combination of these two effects is called 
extinction of radiant energy o Thus_, as the radiation ' 
propagates in a given direction through a non~emitting 
medium, the radiant energy density is attenuated due 
to absorption, s~attering, or extinctiono A coeffi-
cient may be defined for each of these three possible 
effectso If u represents the radiant energy density 
after the radiation passes through the material a 
distance x, u 0 symbolizes the initial radiant energy 
density at ?( = O, and a-n the absorption, scattering 
or extinction coefficient, then the formula 
a -.1.L ~ N - X.. N Qo (A-3) 
represents the absorption, scattering, or extinction 
- 20 -
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coefficient.(See Table I-A for·nomenclaturea) 
Radiation is transferred between solid surfaces 
Q.Y electromagnetic waves o When a wave impinges on 
the surface of the receiver, it is partially absorbed, 
transmitted 9 and reflectedo That portion which is 
reflected is resolved into two components which may be 
... 
repre_sented vectorially o One component is perpendicu~ 
lar to the plane of incidence, and the other component~ 
is parallel to the incident planeo By definition~ the 
plane of incidence is formed by the normal to the sur-
face and the vector representing the incident waveo 
The perpendicular component of the reflectance (that is» 
perpendicular to the plane of incidence) will be indi-
cated by f.J. and that part of the reflectance parallel 
to the plane of incidence will be represented by f/ . 
Figo A-3 shows the incident and refracted angles of the 
waveo 
:B,ol Formulations for Non-Conductors 
Starting with Fresnel's Equations, which give 
polarized components of reflectance, the value of spec-
tral re f~_ectance can be obtained ( 82) o The perpend!-
..... 
cular and parallel components, respectivelyj are 
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{' (e,t\ t :.-{- SIN ( 9"" - Ss) 1 ' (A-3) SIN (8A 7'-8s) 
' 
f (e,A)I/ = ( 2 -r"IN ( $A - es) ) (A-.tf-) TAN{9A+8s) 
In - the total reflected radiation should be case 
unpolarized, the reflectance may be expressed as 
The reflectance, must be expressed as a function of 
wavelength because the index of refraction is· depend-
ent on wavelengtho 
Walsh (312) gives a method for finding hemis-
• 
pherical spectral reflectance for hemispherical irra-
' dlation fH,A ( H) using the functions developed above a 
+ 
?1 '2 ( '1. - I ) 2 L /~ - I ) 
("Yi+ I) 3 Nl-??+I 
z:?t:, (n 2 + 2.11 -1) 
~ (-;,z2 t-/) {,t_4-/) 
en 4 (n~+1 
(??. 2 +/ (71~-/)2 (A-1) 
For the case of normally incident radiation, 
eqo (A-6) reduces to an expression containing only the 
indices of refraction of the two mediao 
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For cases where radiation is normally incident 
on a surface and hemispherically collected, provided 
that K1rchoff 1 s law holds, the following formula is 
,( 
valid 
Similarly, the expression for hemispherical spec-
tral emittance is 
Now both the hemispherical spectral emittance and· 
the normal spectral emittance can be integrated over 
the entire spectrum to give total propertieso A 
plot of the ratio of total hemispherical emissivity to 
total normal emissivity is shown in Figo A-40 
:Bo2 Formulations for Electrical Conductors 
For the case of electrical conductors, the compo-
nents of the reflectance may be expressed as 
( q, )2 712 11.a. 
-n (!' )2 a ">1,t (A-12) 
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If a substance with an index of refraction n2 
is in air (n 1 = 1), the values of polarized spectral 
-
emittance may be written via Kirchoff 0 s lawo The re~ 
sults are 
~?12 Cose~ 
~-
. (A-tB} 
These values, along with the resultant direc~ 
-~--
ti on al emittance j € (e,A-) » have been plotted as solid 
lines in Figo A-5o From this graph it is seen that 
copper follows the general trend of most materials 
(conductors and non-conductors) in that little polari-
zation occurs at near normal incidencej while at large 
values of e the radiation is highly polarizedo 
.,., 
An expression for the hemispherical spectral 
emittance can be obtained by using the theoretical 
transformation from angular to hemispherical spectral 
emittance (eqo A-17)0 
( 82) 0 
The result is shown in Dunkle 
-, 
Accurate data for the above methods of calculating 
emittance are difficult to obtain because most of the 
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existing values of the optical constants have been 
measured at ambient temperatureo Alsoi since reflec-
tion techniques are used to evaluate optical constantsi 
the measured values are not only dependent on the 
temperature of the material but also on the surface 
conditions a 
Hagen-Rubenis Equationo It has been found that 
in the infrared region of the spectrum the index of 
refraction is a function of the electrical resistiv-
ity of polished metals o 
.c:f I . . · 
-~ ... · '.~· /;.. (): ,.,.._, 
, The re sis ti vi ty of the metal is f ( ohm-cm) , the ab-
sorption coefficient is a1 i and the wavelength value 
is in microns o Polarized values of emittance j obtained 
· by using a value of wavelength of 5.5,t( in eqs.(A-11) 
and( A-l~j are plotted as dotted lines in Fig. A-5 for 
comparison with the values of optical constants ob-
tained by experimental reflection methodso 
It is the author's feeling that when a better 
knowledge of crystalline and polymeric structures of 
- 28 -
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the surfaces of emitters is gained» the the ore tic al· 
determination of emittance can be approached with 
greater confidenceo 
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Co Theoretical Trans formations from 
Spectral to Total Properties 
- .,,. . 
Many engineering applications require the value of 
-
total radiation incident on a body rather than the 
intensity at a particular wavelengtho Since some. 
measurements are made only at a particular value of 
.. :· 
wavelength 9 a discussion of theoretical transformations 
is necessaryo 
The previously given definition of emittance and 
reflectance emphasizes that a finite value of wave-
length cannot be measuredo However 9 from this point on i 
it will be assumed that a particular wavelength is 
measurableo (Letting A replace ;t+JA will result in an 
error which is insignificant relative to other experi-
mental deviations o) The following theoretical trans-
formations were arrived at after considering the notes 
of Dunkle (82) j Talbert (297) 1) and Birkebak and Eckert 
(27)o Consideration is given only to spectral varia-
tion9 temperature .being assumed constanto 
Emittancea When going from spectral directional 
emittance to total directional emittance j the entire 
spectrum at a given temperature is consideredo 
- 30 -.... 
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"° f E(e,¢,A.) VV(~)1., dtt E ( e,<1>) = _o _____ _ 
cs-r~· 
·Transformation from spectral directional emittance 
to spectral hemispherical emittance involves an area 
in te grati on o 
. z z arr 
) I ( ( . d Cf A = :;:;- i J € ( e,¢, A) s1N e cose- ¢de (A:·-l7} 
0 0 
Making both the spectral and geometrical trans-
formation to herrdspherical total emittance, 
oo !r 21T 
€ = -:;:,--f=,:,, J f 2 € ( t?;<fJ, A) W (A)1, J? Jr; d A (A-18) 
0 0 0 
it follows that 
q): 
€ = 6-:-.,. I €(>i.) w <).) h J >.. 
0 
Reflectance o It can be proved that the direc~ 
tional reflectance is related to the biangular or 
bidirectional reflectance·by 
,r4 zrr 
f ( ~1 ¢,A) = / ( { I> 1 ", fi ', 9>~ :>..) SIN t:J/cos e, 1 d¢ 'd ~ / (11-20) 
(J d 
and for a diffusely reflecting surface it holds that 
~ f( e,¢, ?i.) ::: 77" ( ( 91 #51 @1 ¢",A) (A-al) 
. ,, 
O· 
1'. ;_ :l 
J 
·"' 
' 
( ; . 
. 
Thermal Radiation Laws 
· iDo 1 Planck.9 s Distribution Law 
The spectral emissive power per unit area of a 
black body at a given temperature (T) with the emission 
occuring over a "unit wavelength intervaln ( i\. denoting 
the center of this wavelength interval) is determined 
from Planck w s law, 
I 
where c1 is Planckvs first radiation constant and c2 
is Planck's second radiation constanto 
Thus, for a given value of wavelength and temper-
ature j there exists only one v~lue of black body spec-
tral emissive powero Before high temperature black 
,: 
body sources were available, PlanckQs law was used by 
Blau (36) to find the value of black body emissive power 
for de termination of emittance o The "quality" of a 
black body is an indication of how close the emittance 
of the black body is to loOo When a rigorous analysis 
of the black body quality is undertaken~ Planck 0 s law 
serves as a basis for theoretical comparison (329)0 
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Do2 Stefan-Boltzmann Law 
When Planckes law ts integrated over all wave~ 
lengths from zero to infinityi an expression for the 
total black body emissive power is obtainedo 
It must be emphasized that this expression is valid 
only for electromagnetic wave propagation through a 
non-refractive mediao If this is not the case i the 
total emissive power is 
(A-21-) 
where n is the index of refraction of the medium sepa-
rating the emitter and receitver surfaces ( 333) o This 
expression follows from Snellus lawo Since most exper-
imentation is done in air or other gases at low pres-
sures (about 1 atm or less)~ where the index of refrac-
tion is close to unity, this refraction effect is 
usually neglectedo 
Ij.9 3 Kirchoff w s Law 
From Kirchorrus law it may be stated that the ratio 
of the emissive power. to absorptance of a surface is 
constant for two bodies in thermal equilibriums where 
- 33 -
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on~ body is enclosed by the othera If one of the 
bodies is black, then the. absorptance of the other 
body equals its emittanceo 
A critical analysis of Kirchoff 0 s law is neces-· 
sary because. indirect methods of measuring emittance 
depend on the validity of certain assumptions o For 
"total" considerations ( that is i over all wavelengths) , 
the equation which resul,ts from an energy balance 
of radiation incident on a surface is 
cx(r} + ((r) + -:f (-r) =I (A-2 -s) 
where the symbols are the same as those previousl.y 
definedo Of particular concern is the form of 
Kirchoff's law which results from the condition of 
thermal equilibrium between two bodieso 
o<.(-r)-= E(r) 
In general a receiver body will absorb radiant 
energy from a non-black emitting body over one wave·--
length interval and emit radiant energy over another 
range of wavelengthso For instance, 95o3% of incident 
solar energy is between Oo3 and 2o5~j and a 300°K 
black body emits 91% of its energy from 5 to 35A a 
Pitfalls are involved in the use of the spectral 
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equality or K1rchoff 0 s lawo The statement of the 
spectral equality of emittance and absorptance is 
(A-a.1} 
where A,,t A"o For this relationship to hold truej 
the body under consideration must be gray o { A gray 
body is one which has a constant value of spectral 
emissivity or absorptivity over the entire spectrumo) 
.. 
However 9 for real bodiesi it is necessary to specify 
a wavelength for the spectral f.orm of Kirchoff 0 s law 
to be valido 
When considering the following spectral form of 
the equation for radiation incident on a surfacej 
the above mentioned criteria for equality of spectral 
absorptance and emittance are use do Reflectance meas-
urements are often made to determine emittance indirec-
tly for opaque bodieso In this case~ 
·- 35 -
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Eo Instrumentation 
The parameters that are usually measured in emit~ 
tance determination are the wavelength and intensity of 
the radiationo A radiometer indicates the intensity 
-
of the ntotal" radiationo Radiant energy incident on 
the thermopile detector of the radiometer produces a 
voltage difference that is indicative of the intensity 
of the radiationo By comparing the intensity of the 
detected radiation with that of a source of known in~ 
tensity, the absolute intensity is determinedo When a 
radiometer is used in the visible part of the spectrumj 
it is referred to as a 2hotometero 
A monochromator is used in studying radiation of 
a given wavelength and intensityo The fundamental 
parts of a typical monochromator are illustrated in 
Figo A-60 Radiation which is admitted to the monochro~ 
mater by its entrance\slit is collected by an off=axis 
parabolical mirror (MA~ and is focused through the 
...__ __ --~ 
'\ 
sodium chloride prismo Thi~ transmitted radiation is 
then re fleeted back through the prism by a Li ttrow 
mirror (Ma)o After being reflected by the parabolical 
mirror 9 the dispersed radiation is collimated to the 
exit slit by mirror Meo · The exit slit determines 
J 
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Figure A-6 .• Schematic of 11onochromator 
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which wavelength of the radiation is focused on the 
thermopile detector or the photomultip.lier detector 
by mirrors Mn and MEo 
When a monochromator is combined with the neces-
sary optics that are required to focus the radiation 
from the sample to the entrance sl~t of the monochro-
mator s the resulting system is called a sp~£!;,rophoto-
metero Technically 9 when this instrument is used at 
other than the visible wavelength~ it should be called 
a spectroradiometero However~ the term spectrophoto-
meter is often used for measurements at all wavelengthso , 
An optical p:yrometer is an instrument that;' meas-
ures the temperature of an unknown source by optically 
· matching the radiation from the source with the radiagg 
' 
tion from a lamp filamento Since the brightness 
temperature of the lamp filament is a known function 
of the adjustable current through the filamenti the 
absolute brightness temperature of the sample is ob= 
tainedo However~ this brightness temperature is not 
the actual or "true" temperature of the surface of the 
unknown sourceo To obtain the true temperature~ it is 
necessary to correct the measured temperature using 
the emittance of the surface o The relationship b·etween 
- 38 -
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the spectral emittance and various temperatures is 
given be_lOWo 
.. 
The bri~htness .te~eerature is defined as the tern~ 
perature of a black body {Tt>) having the same value of 
spectral radiant intensity as the sample at a given 
wavelength, and is related to the ·true temperat·ure (T) 
by 
( I I =;:--~ (A-30) 
where A is in micronso Often the brightness temper~ 
ature is referred to as the lumin8!!,Ce tem2ercllt:ure or 
the ~PEar~nt temperatur~ because it is the temperature 
as it "appears 0 to the pyrometero 
.J 
... 
When. the temperature of a black body having the 
same spectral distribution of radiant intensity as 
the sample is considered.9 the temperature of the black 
body is callea··the color. temperatur,~ (259) o If k 1 and 
k 2 are constants which are a function of temperature 
only, and the spectral emittance of a sample can be 
expressed by the following relationship 
€(>i. 11)::: K, e 1<2 />,. 
then the formu·1ation between the color temperature (Tc) 
and the true temperature is 
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(If-?;/) 
Examination of the above formula relating emit-
tance9 true temperature, and brightness temperature 
reveals that (/) 1 the true temperature of the sur-
face of a.body1 is needed to determine the emittance 
and vice versao This interdependence of properties, 
·~neither of which is usually knownj makes precise 
determination of the temperature extremely difficulto 
Consequently, as will be seen in the following discus-
sions, a black body or a body of known spectral emit-' 
tance must be used in pyrometer measurementso 
.. ..;.· 
The accuracy of the optical pyrometer is limited 
by the capability of the human eyeo Photoelectric 
pyrometers which are currently being developed have ten 
times the precision of the eye (174)0 According to 
the National Bureau of Standards, this should permit 
an increase in accuracy of temperature determinations 
by a factor of two or threeo 
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IIo Black Body Comparison Methods of 
Determi~ing Emittance_ 
Ao Fundamentals of Comparison Method 
Before discussing the practicalities of emittance 
measurement~~it is desirable to examine the theoret~ 
ical basis for the direct determination of emittanceo 
By definition, the emissi ve power of a real body at a 
.g1 ven temperature (T) is 
and the statement of the emissive power of a black 
body at the same temperature ( T = ~) is 
Dividing these two equations and solving for emittance, 
If-
€:: §. -r; 
t=, T~ 
Thus» in generals 1 f the values of the above four 
parameters are known» the emittance can be determined 
directlyo Regardless of what values of emissive power 
,rrand temperature are substituted in the equation, the 
emittance obtained will satisfy the definition of the 
ratio of emissive power of a body to that of a black 
body at the same temperature because of the manner in 
which the formula was derivedo 
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Difficulties encountered in the practical aspects 
of measurement usually necessitate that the sample and 
., 
black body be subjected to similar constraintso The 
I 
two bodies are either at the same temperature and dif-
ferent radiant intensities or different temperatures 
and equal radiant intensitieso The former approach 
will be termed the "equal temperature" method and the 
latter will be called the "equal intensity" methodo A 
number of conditions determine which of these methods 
is usedo Transmittance of the intervening rnediai 
reflectivity of the sample~ response linearity of the 
detector system, and the spectral v.ariation of the 
emittance of the sample are the governing conditionso 
Examination of formula (B~l) shows that whether 
the equal temperature or equal intensity method is used» 
the same /a1ue of emittance is obtained~ theo~ticallI 
speakingo However» because of the below mentioned 
problems encountered in meas:urement of these quantities 1 
the emittance values obtained by the equal temperature 
and equal intensity method are rarely the sameo Con~ 
sequently, it is somewhat confusing to term the values 
obtained by each method for a given set of conditions · 
as emittance unless the procedure is also giveno 
Boelter (39)· calls the results of the equal intensity 
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method· "mean effective emissi vi.t·1es,w to distinguish 
these values from those obtained from the equal 
temperature methodo The ahthor suggests that since 
the emittance is basically an indication of the ability 
or a body to radiate thermal energyi the·results of 
both methods obtained with a given set of conditions 
should be denoted as emittance, but that the subscript 
"t" be used to signify equal temperature and "1" be 
used to symbolize equal intensity resultso 
The irradiance of the radiation detector is a 
fwiction of the temperature of the emitting source 
(black body or sample)o For most detectorso it is 
difficult to obtain a linear response for varying 
1rradiance of the detector surface o A s.olu.tion to this 
problem is to adjust the temperature of t'h·e black body 
or sample until each produces the same detector outputo 
With this equal intensity approachj the black body and 
( 
sample are operating at the same point on the curve of 
~he detector output vs o radiant intensity of the source» 
.. 
so the radiant intensity values must be the same~ 
However 9 an analysis of the equal intensity method 
shows that the sample must be gray to obtain accurate 
results o 
. ' 
Many black body comparison systems are designed for 
use in environmental airo The transmittance values of 
this intervening medium may differ signific~ly for 
unequal temperatures of the black body ( Tb) and the 
sample (T5 ) because of moisture in the airo If 
1'(Tb) ; -j(T) i) a different amount of radiant energy 
will be absorbed between these two emitters and the 
detectoro Thus» the equal temperature method is favored 
in this instanceo 
If the sample is highly reflective, it may reflect 
radiation from the background to the detector ( 331) o 
)/ 
This effect can produce a background temperature 
approximately equal to the sample temperature, and if 
this is the casej the sample is nearly black from the 
~erspecti ve of the detector. To avoid this temperature 
difficulty due to sample reflection 9 the equal intenF 
si ty method should be· use do 
Concerning the equal .intensity approach j · Dobbins 
(77) points out that at low sample and black body 
tempe,ratures the radiation from the detector becomes 
significant enough to warrant inclusion of the detector 
temperature in the equal intensity methodo Thus» the 
emittance of the sample becomes 
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It is desirable to establish an intensive prop~ 
<.;j 
erty as a reference at which the equal intensity 
emittance is measuredo The temperature of a black 
body having the same radiant intensity as the sample 
is the radiation temperature (Tb)» and the actual 
temperature of the sample is the true temperature (T)o 
Consequently, {f the e,mittance of the sample is known 
the true temperature is 
(8-2) 
The presence of non-linearities in the detector 
t (radiometer) response suggest that an empirical eval- . 
..§} 
uation using the Stefan-Boltzmann law as a basis could 
compensate for aberrations of a particular radiometera 
Foote (96) has performed a series of tests on radio-
' 
meters and has found that the detector response can be 
expressed as 
R.. = I<, (r l:z _ -,;/'') 
where K1 and K2 are empirically determined constants o 
A black body may be an independently heated 
source or a part of the heated sampleo _In the following 
discussion, methods of emittance measurement are 
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classified '' according to this criteria,- and .also 1n 
classes or measurements made in air, vacuum, or an 
inert gaso 
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Bo Analysis of Black Bodies 
if, 
The ultimate objective in the design of a black 
body is to achieve an emittance of loO of the cavity 
being considered for a radiation calibration sourceo 
Although an emittance of loO can never be attained» as 
the limit of loO is approached the black b·ody compar-
ison method of emittance evaluation will produce more 
• 
accurate resultso Despite the inability to achieve a 
black body 9 radiation sources which have an emittance 
close to lo O and whose emittance is accurately known 
are referred to as black bodies in current literatureo 
Considering the most general case of hemispherical 
spectral emittance for the "equal temperature" cons,aa 
e(11 1r)= W(r\,-r) 
·W{ "A ,T)b 
it is possible to calculate the "ideal" black body 
emissive power, W(~ 1 T)bj by Planck 0 s Distribution 
Law for the given temperature and wavelengtho By meas-
uring the emissive power at the same wavelength and 
temperature of a black body which is to be calibrated 9 
the emittance of this black body may be calculatedo 
However, obtaining an absolute value of the measured 
- 47 - ·"}, 
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-emiss ve power requires that the radiation detector 
be calibrated using another source of known emittance o· 
The accuracy of this calibration source determines how 
closely the emissive power of the black body can be 
I) 
measured, and the quality of this calibration depends 
on the accuracy of the determination of the quality of 
.... 
another calibration source and so forth o Eisenmann an·d 
Cussen (94) carried out an experimental evaluation of· 
the,quality of a number of black bodies, but it was 
assumed that one of the sources was an ideal black body o 
Besides the problem of obtaining a nearly perfect-
ly black calibration source in the. experimental deter-
mination of black body quality, temperature gradients 
' 
on the interior of the cavity present additional dif-
ficultieso When a value of temperature is substituted 
in Planck 0 s Distribution Law 9 it must be the same as 
the temperature of the cavity under considerationo But 
since temperature gradients of significant magnitude 
are usually present, it is fallacious to use a value of 
temperature measured at a point in the cavity as being 
representative of the black body temperatureo 
Schumacher (270) presents an analysis of the temperature 
t 
uncertainty 1 and his conclusion is that the quality of 
a typical black body cavity cannot be determined 
within a few per cent due to these variationso 
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The only other alternative for evaluation ,of the 
quality is a theoretical analysiso A number of calcu-
lations have been carried out for various black body 
geometries and· a review of these methods is presented 
by Williams (322)0 An approximation of the effective 
emittance is attainable with Gouffevs formulation (118)0 
Using the terminology of Richmond (249), where €0 is 
the effective emittance 9f the cavity, then 
€ 
€o =---)~--(!- § + % (B-2) 
if c is the emissivity of the material of the cavity» 
sis the area of the opening of the cavity, Sis the 
area of the walls including the opening, S0 is the area 
of a sphere of diameter equa~ to the depth of the cav-
ity measured from the opening to the deepest pointo 
Although Gouffe's expression does consider surface 
emissivity and geometry, he neglects temperature gradients 
and assumes the interior of the cavity to reflect 
. diffusely o 
One of the most accurate and rigorous theoretical 
approaches is that of DeVos (7.4)o With this analysisj 
/ 
it is possible to account for temperature gradientsj 
the location of the element of surface observed through 
the hole, the ratio of the area of the hole to the 
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dimensions of the interior of the cavity, and the 
effect or additional holes in the walls of the cavityo 
Figo B-1 shows a hypothetical shape of a black body 
with a small opening - dOo The DeVos analysis first 
assumes an absence of temperature gradients, but tern~ 
perature correct! on factors are later introduce do 
Throughout the derivation, the intervening medium is 
assumed to be non-attenuating and the walls of the 
cavity are taken to be opaqueo To find the radiation 
coming from the hole dO, 1 t is necessary to consider 
the power emitted by the elemental area dw at an angle 
e: to the horizontalj that which is reflected from the 
element dw from other portions of the wallj and the 
minute contribution due to the reflection from dw of 
1rradiance of dw through the hole dOo For the case of 
an isothermal cavity, after a number of integrations 
and manipulations of the original fdrmulation have been 
performed, the value of the effective emittance is 
where r:0 is the reflectance at dw due to 1rradiance of 
dw from the element dO, with the reflected radiation 
going through dOo 
I 
For the case of temperature gradients in the cavity, 
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the derivation is again repeated wi_th a factor or (1-K) 
inserted in the original equationso The value· of K is 
found from 
K= Ca (at 
AT / 
where A is in cmo I T in °K j and AT is much less than 
To · The end result is that the value of K contributes 
' 
a negative· ~erm to the effective emittance expressiono 
Of the calculations done by DeVos 9 only that of a 
tubular section considers temperature gradientso Al-
though the V~shaped wedge, spherej and closed cylinder 
were considered for the case of uniform temperature, 
cones were not evaluatedo If a simple cone is examined, 
it is obvious that the opening (area of the base of 
the cone) is too large to be considered as dO in the 
formulation of DeVos since dO is assumed· to be a small 
area in relation to the inside surface area of the 
cavity o 
Edward~ (189) has analyzed cone configurations with 
baffles@ or limiting aperturess in front of the coneo 
Although the effect of the temperature gradients was-
not inclu@ed in the calculation, Edwards states that 
'.... 
the limiting apertures in front of the cone will give 
the radiometer a field of view that includes only the 
area in the immediate vicinity of the apexo Williams 
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--r (322) questions the fact that Edwards neglects radia-
tion exchange between the surfaces of the limiting 
apertures and the cone o 
.· Sparrow and Janssen (286) present a different 
approach to the coni·cal source- analysis a The inter-
ior of the cone is assumed to be a diffuse reflector 
and it is assumed that no radiation enters the cone 
from an external sourcee If A is the cone opening» or 
the area of the base of the cone, and P is the radiant 
power coming from the aperture A, then the effective 
emittance is 
F E =-
0 A 6/+ 
This parameter has been plotted against the cone angle 
and the results have been compared to those of Gouffe o 
Although a double cone shape as shown in Figo B-2 
is being used by several laboratories, a theoretical 
analysis of the effective emittance of this cavity has 
not yet been performedo Zissis (333) points· out that 
if the cone has a large half angle, the effective emit-
tance approaches that of a sphere and with smal~ half 
;·~ 
angles it is close to the value for a cylindero There-
fore it seems the value of emittance for the cavity 
in Figo B-2 should be between that of a cylinder and 
sphere., 
,-· 
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Yamada (329) has j~st completed work on a high 
temperature black body design which appears to be the· 
most accurate calibration source yet devisedo Figo 
B-3 shows a cross section of the concentric cylinders 
that house the radiation sourceo Graphite is used 
for the innermost cylinder, and a hole in the center of 
the tube permits radiant energy to escape outward to the 
detectoro Considering that a low ratio of hole to tube 
diameter would give maximum emissivity» and that the 
hole should produce a large enough solid angle of ra-
diation to fill the entrance slit of the spectrophoto-
meter, a hole diameter of 00046 ino was choseno The 
length of the graphite tube is about nine ino and the 
inside diameter is 00312 ino 
It is important to use a surface preparation process 
that will give a constant value of surface emittance 
for the inner graphite radiatoro In this preparationi 
the tube was cured for about · four hours in -an argon 
atmosphere at 1673°Ko This process was found to prod~ 
uce a test surface that lasted for 25 hours under test 
conditions without deteriorationo 
• 
A temperature increase results from the energy 
generated due to the flow of current through the graphite 
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tube and the contacts on either end of the tubeo 
Cooling is accomplished by the circulation of 'water 
through the water passageso The inner shielding cyl-
inder is of graphite and is housed within a stainless 
steel tube which in turn is enclosed in two concentric 
cylindersj the outermost one being water cooledo Holes 
• f 
drilled through these outer three cylinders permit 
viewing of the radiating graphite tube with an optical 
pyrometer to determine the temperature at points along 
the axis of the tubeo This feature is necessary for 
a mapping of the temperature gradients that is used 
in the Devos analysiso Aperture plugs are inserted in 
the holes when their respective areas on the tube are 
not being measuredo 
Argon of 99099% purity is flushed through the 
space within the outermost brass housingo Argon was 
found to be more desirable at high temperatures than 
nitrogen, which degenerated to cyanogen» and helium 
·which had a high value of thermal· conductivityo 
~ 
Since a DeVos analysis was used in this investi-
gation, an accurate value of the emittance of the 
graphite tube (ioeo radiation cavity) was neededo At 
high temperatures of the black body an optical pyre-
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meter must be used for measuremento Therefore the 
spectral emittance of the graphite was found at O o 65,q -
the band pass of the pyrometer filtero Since the true 
temperature of the outer surface of the wall was needed,,· 
and the hole temperature (TH) was measured with the 
pyrometer, a correction for the wall thickness (~T) was 
applied to find the true temperature (329)0 
AT= 6T 4 (::;! _ llolli 2 L ~ 
K 2! h 2. A;z. N 11'• 
'CO -1,t. ,(. 
Thermal conductivity is symbolized by k~ and the inner 
and outer radii of the cylinder by r 1 and r 0 o 
The s_pectral emittance of the graphite was found 
by using Wien's law i> 
E C ( I I ) - El<P . a. . (~-IQ} - :-- ·-----""SA {. ,s~) 7;;-ar lb 
The brightness temperature of the surface is Tb and 
Planck 9 s second constant is c2 o 
By defining \ as 1 - E."s,I,(, y as a dimensionless 
expression of the variable distance from the end of the 
graphite tube (x), T as the temperature at point x on 
, the tube, ( T) as the irradiance at temperature T 
calculated from Planck 0 s Distribution Lawi ·and "a" as 
a linear ratio of geometric propertiesj the value of the 
(\ 
; 
t 
. i 
.;,,,· 
(e-11) 
The above formula is the final result of a DeVos 
analysis accounting for temperature gradients within 
the black bodyo That the non~uniformity of temperature 
is highly significant can be seen from the plot of 
Figo B~4o Temperature non~uniformity is greatest at 
higher temperatureso This trend suggests that failure 
to account for gradients in a black body will result in 
greater errors in effective emittance at high temper-
atures o 
Yamada gives a chart of the results of effective 
emittance obtained for temperature~ from 1000°c to 2000°Co 
As an example 9 at 2000°C the effective emittance is 
given as 009997 r 0000020 This is probably the most 
accurate value obtained as of this dateo Although no 
mention is made of polariz~tion effects» they may have 
been of appreciable value when the pyrometric determi-
nation of the hole temperature was madeo That is, 
since an optical pyrometer depends on measurement of 
spectral radiance to determine temperature~ polarized 
radiation will give an inaccurate temperature indi~ 
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cationo With a cone or other axially symmetric cavity 9 
polarization will not occur due to the symmetry of the ):: 
emitted radiationo However 9 there is an obvious lack 
of symmetry of the measuring holes in Yamada 0 s black 
It is usually assumed that when the emi ttapce of a 
black body source is measured by a radiometer 9 the line 
of view of the radiometer is coincident with the axis 
of symmetry of the sourceo However by viewing a black 
body at a slight angle to the axis of symmetry, 1 t is 
possible to increase the value of effective emittanceo 
Grammer and Streed (119) show in Figo B~5 the effect of 
" radiation from a rectangular and conical source as a 
function of the angle of detectiona From diagram B~5 
it is seen that» for the cone 9 very small deviations 
( less than three degrees) have 11 ttle effect on the 
intensity of indicated radiationa However» for the 
rectangular cavity a deviation of th1ree degrees results 
in a significant increase in intensityo This suggests 
· that the effective emittance of existing cylindrical 
black bodies could be increased by an off axis view 9 
with the maximum intensity occurring where the base 
intersects the sides of the cylindero 
- 61 ~ 
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Sometimes a surface is roughened or corrugated to 
increase its emittanceo If a black body is made from 
a corrugated surface 9 inspection of the Gouffe and 
Devos analyses indicates that the effective emittance 
of the cavity should increaseo But Richmond et al (254) 
point out that it is fallacious to evaluate emittance 
since the DeVos analysis assumes a diffusely reflecting 
surface which is not provided by the interior of a 
corrugated cavityo Therefore one must settle for a 
more approximate analysis o 
The National Bureau of Standards has constructed a 
"gold point" black body for use as a primary standardo 
Shown in Figo B~6 is an outline the high quality cavity 
which was designed with the DeVos analysis as the under-
lying basiso According to Kostowski (175)~ this 
source has a highly uniform temperature distributiono 
.. The key to the high quality of the black body is the 
gold radiation cavity which is embedded in graphiteo 
Fol' maximum effective emittance s, the ratio of the depth 
of the gold cavity to the radius of the cavity opening 
is 720 
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Co Independent Black Body Methods 
. . 
Col Measurements of Electrical Conductors in Air 
Some of the earliest of the black body comparison 
measurements were made by Schmidt ·and Eckert (267) o 
Schmidt (266) and Eo Schmidt (264) did work which 
I. 
I 
relates directly to this experimento This phase of 
black body comparison experimentation is of particular 
importance because some of the methods used today follow 
the same basic principleso Although the primary objec-
tive of the joint work of Schmidt and Eckert was to 
determine total- directional emittance properties j E (f:J,1¢,,}, 
. 
the experimental system also could have been used for 
total normal emittance, e (N., T) » measurements o 
The system consists of a sample 9 a water cooled 
tank, two black bodies, and a detectoro As shown in 
Figa B-7 9 the rotatable sample is electrically heatedo 
By pivoting the sample, the angle of emission (from the 
perspective of the detector) is variedo The water cooled 
tank coated with soot~silicate of soda blackening agent 
prevents reflection of extraneous radiation from the 
surface of the sample, thereby ensuring that only emitted 
·radiation is detected by the radiometero After the 
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radiation is emitted by the sample 9 it travels through 
two apertures which limit the solid angle of radiation 
incident upon the gold plated concave mirroro The ra-
diation reflected from the mirror is collimated on a 
thermopile detector and the output is indicated by the 
galvanometer deflectiono 
I 
·, 
The experimental procedure was unique in that two 
black bodies were used to obtain absolute measurements o · 
One of the black bodies was maintained at ambient tem-
perature and the other at the temperature of the sampleo 
Galvanometer deflections were obtained first for the 
black body at room temperature j then for the sample, 
followed by another reading of the room temperature black 
bodyo The equations representing the difference in de-
flections for this procedure are 
L1 Q,1___.s = K, 4 DA ~-s 
::c: 6 EA Es ( 7;i .,. _ 7;+) (c .. , .. ,) 
where a refers to the black body at ambient t"empe_ratu_re 1 
s indicates the sample, K1 is the radiometer calibra-
tion constant, and ~Dis the difference in galvano-
meter deflections o 
j., 
:~.~.,;.. 
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After the above measurements were obtained 9 a 
similar procedure was performed for the room temper-
ature black body and the controlled temperature black 
body o The equations of the intensity difference 
(galvanometer deflections) for this method are 
QI\ --e = I(, A~ ~s 
= 6€:A €e (7; 4- '8-,.) ~- l·~/2. _). 
By dividing the two above formulas and le.tting €9 = 1, 
the absolute value of sample emittance can be obtainedo 
-
-
6 E4 Es ( I 4 4 - T;.,) 
(1't ~- re._) 
(7i"'- 7s-t)"'" 
When the contr-olled temperature black body is maintained 
at the temperature of the sample j as in tl1is experiment i 
the above formula reduces to that of the equal temper-
. / 
ature methodo 
Obviously, the chief advantages of using two black 
bodies are that the calibration constant for the detec-
tor and the emittance of the reference body at room 
temperature need not be known because they cancel when 
the sample emittance is solved foro Howeveri it must 
be pointed out that eqo (C~l-3) applies only for the 
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case of little reflected radiation to the sampleo Also 9 
Ea is assumed to be unity o Although no mention is made 
of the quality of the black body 9 only one thermocouple 
is provided for temperature determination so no compen~ 
sa~ion can be made for temperature gradi~ntso 
. ). 
Schmidt and Eckert note that an angular scattering 
effect is pre·sent in their measured vlaues of direction-
al emittanceo Although they give an error as little as 
Oo5% for normal measurementsFJ E.(N~T) 9 as the angle from, 
the normal increases, the scattering of the plotted data 
is apparento This scattering effect is attributed to 
the fact that when the sample is rotated a different 
area is seen by the detector and the radiation is not 
·measured at the same point as at the previous angleo 
Talbert (297) describes apparatus for total direc-
tional emittance measurements from 100° to 800°c of 
porous metalso The equipment is essentially the same 
,· 
as that of Eo Schmidt (263i 265) except for the sample 
holdero Figo B=8 shows the sample holder with the 
radiation guardo Since measurements are taken in air, 
a well defined environment for the sample with known 
radiation and temperature characteristics is needed to· 
· es·tablish values of reflected energy from the sampleo 
\.' 
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Figure B-8. Comparison System with Ambient 
Reference Cylinder (297) 
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The black coated guard, whi.ch encloses both the sample 
P' 
and sample holder, maintains this environmento Water 
cooling of the guard is accomplished by circulation 
between its inner and outer walls. 
A cylinder which is part o~ the guard housing acts 
as a black body at the same conditions as the gua:rd 
that surrounds the sample o Talbert ( 297) states that 
by measuring the radiation from this cylinder an indi-
cation of the amount of radiation on the sample is ob-
tainedo This effect is included in an energy balance 
on the sampleo 
The temperature controlled black body is made of 
aluminum~bronze and is oxidized and blackened on the 
inside with sooto Nichrome heaters wrapped on the.back 
and sides of the body provide temperature control to 
Ool°F erroro Thermocouples are mounted at three points 
along the black body sourceo To minimize heat loss to 
the surroundings, the body is housed in an insulated 
transite tubeo On the front of the tube housing is 
mounted a water cooled jacket with a black painted 
surfaceo This addition decreases the radiation entering 
the radiometer due to emission from the housing and 
· absorbs extraneous radiation from the surroundings 
that would ordinarily be re£1ected into the radiometer. 
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A rigorous energy balance on the sample accounts 
tor all radiation that is not directly emitted by the 
speci.JQ.eno Shape factors ar·e calculated for the contricai 
butions of direct emission from the sample» the energy 
coming from the guard after being reflected by the 
sample~ the energy emitted from the guard and reflected 
by the sample 9 and the energy emitted by the sample 
holder which in turn is reflected by the sample a All 
of these contributions are then added to represent ~e 
total radiometer indicationo From this sum is sub-
tracted the radiation which is emitted by the black 
body cylinder which is housed within the guarda Using 
this formulation, the value of sample emittance can 
be obtainedo 
The error of the resultant emittance can be calcu- · 
lated'by considering the general formula for black body 
comparison (297) o 
(rs 4 - ,;'1-) (As) 
.... . === 
- (-,;+ - It...,.,) (Ae, ) 
The subscript b refers to the black body j s to the sample, 
g to the guard~ and A is the net galvanometer deflec~ 
f,.,. 
,'( 
tion a Expressing the .formula in logari thmi-c form» 
-difrerentiating» making use of finite sums~ and consid-
ering all contributions to the error to be positivep the 
: i 
l 
' I j 
,) 
I 
~, 
·' 
I~ 
!{ 
.. ~ 
. __...:,.-
•!" 
-- -1 
·'·' . :~ . 
fractional 
1
deviation in emittance bec·omes 
(c-1- ~) 
Substitution of estimated deviations and average values 
of the respective quantities that resulted from Talbert's 
>:-. 
experimentation gives a maximum error in emittance of 
about eight per cent (297)0 Of course, this error would 
be much lower for most. conductors because of the diffi-
culty of obtaining accurate values of surface temperature 
of the porous metallic weave considered in this testo 
w.c .. _ ··---,-----c-·: 
Figo B-9 shows a more sophisticated system des~ 
cribed by Gravina et al (120) for measurement of total 
and spectral emittance from 400° to 1800°Fo A dual 
channel radiometer which records spectral and total 
emission simult~eously is the heart of the systemo 
Optical chopping interrupts the radiation incident on 
the detector at a rate of 80 cycles per secondo The 
function of the optical chopper is to provide a- contin-
uous comparison of the sample output against a low 
temperature Barnes A-1 black body sourceo (Most choppers 
are a disk or mirror with nonlllZ)_adjacent quadrants cut 
outo Thus, the beam of radiation from the sample is 
- 73 -
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intermittently recorded when the radiation is collimated 
' 
in the direction of the choppero) 
A controlled environment for the sample is furnished 
by a 10 ino diao stainless steel cha.Dlber blackened on· 
the inside with "Zaponat black painto Copper tubing is 
mounted on the exterior of the chamber to provide coolingo 
A Barnes RS-SA black body is used as a high temper-
ature calibration sourceo According to the authorj the 
+ black body has an emittance of Oo99 ~ OoOlo To permit 
either the high temperature black body or the sample to 
be viewedi both are mounted on a latHe bedo By sliding 
the bed to the left or right 9 either radiation source 
can be brought into viewo"-
Richmond (250) of the National Bureau of Standards 
discusses a design·whichialso has the black body and 
sample mounted on a lathe bedo This approach uses a 
monochromator with a double quartz prism as a detector 
at short wavelengths, and a sodium chloride monochro-
mator at long wavelengthso Radiation from the black 
body or sample is incident on a spherical mirror which 
reflects it to a flat mirror that in turn collimates 
the radiation into the monochromatoro A lead sulfide 
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or photomultiplier detector determines ·the radiation 
intensity at short wavelengths j and a thermocouple 
detector is used for long wavelengthso 
Since the above system is designed primarily for 
measurement of spectral emittance in the Oo5 to 206.,.(.( 
range of a tungsten lamp~ the value of the black body 
source does not have to exceed 1400°Ko It is stated 
that because of the value of the ratio of the black 
body hole opening to the total surface area of the 
interior is 00003 and the internal surface absorptanc~ 
is about Oo9j the effective emittance is Oo999o If 
only the geometry and surface emittance of the black 
body were considered» which implies an analysis similar 
to that of Gouffe, then it is puzzling how such an 
accurate value of effective emittance was calculated 
if temperature gradients were not accounted foro 
The apparatus of Limperis et al (184a) has a Barnes 
radiometer with .the black body and sample located a 
right angles to the optical axis of the detector as 
shown in Figo B~lOo Radiation is incident on the radio-
meter from either source, depending on the position of 
"' the switching mirror located at the intersection of the 
.optical axes of the radiometer and the two sourceso The 
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switching mirror is so located that the optical path 
f'rom each of the two sources to the. radiometer is the 
sameo A temperature incre.ase of the mirror would sig-
nificantly affect its re fle cti ve properties, so two 
water cooled baffles are fixed on the switching assem-
To permit simultaneous temperature control of the 
two sources, a thermocouple is fixed to the surface of 
the sample and its reference Junction is placed in the 
same ice bath as that of the black bodyo The possibil-
ity of a temperature gradients across the surface of 
.. 
the sample is considered in an error analysiso Since 
the section of the sample seen by the radiometer (die~ 
tated by system optics) is 3 mm in diameter, it can be 
assumed that the thermal gradient is small (10°K at 
1000°K) O 
or general interest 1s·the method that Limperis 
et al (184a) suggest for determining the grayness of a 
bodyo In one of their experiments, a double prism; 
double pass Leiss monochromator was used to measure the 
spectral radiance of samples from 1 to 12 ~ at three 
different temperatureso By normalizing the distribu-
tion curves of the black body and samples to unity, and 
1, 
• -· , • .... ,1.;,.,-r~:::·),~ .. :.·-~,.J·:·r,·, .. Jt,,., "-"·=-·; ~:·· 1.• ...•.. _T.:'.,_,.,. ,,·,i __ , ...... 
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" 
noting the congruency of the peaks and depressions of 
t~e curves, an indication of the sample grayness was 
obtainedo If the curves ,were coincident, the bodies 
were gray o The advantage of this method is that 11·0 ~ 
absolute measurement of radiant intensity is needed to 
asce·rtain grayness o 
Measurements in air may produce absorption diffi-
culties due to the presence of water vapor and carbon 
dioxideo Richmond et al (254) have devised a system 
to decrease atmospheric absorption by carbon dioxide and 
vapor vaporo Ordinarily the absorption is assumed to 
be the same in both the black body and sample beams of 
radiationo When the emitted radiation is chopped at 
,·· 
about 13 cycles per secondj and spectral scanning occurs 
during the chopping process, one radiant pulse is dis-
.. placed relative to the other on the wavelength scale o 
Where the slope of the radiant energy vso wavelength 
curve is large, this slight spectral displacement can 
produce a noticeable deviation in the recorded valueso 
Therefore, the entire optical system of Richmond et al 
is enclosed in a gas tight lucite boxo Before each test, 
the enclosed system was purged with "dry" nitrogen fed 
at a slow rateo The humidity in the chamber was re-
corded with a humidigraph and not until it reached five 
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per cent.was the test beguno 
A high humidity ratio may also affect the measure-
ments in another respecto , Sieber (280) presents data 
or indirect emittance measurements of various specimens 
w1 th slightly moistened surfaces o .Radical aberrations 
occur from the emittance results of specimens with dry 
surfaceso It is highly possible that atmospheric con-
densation on the surface of a sample would have the 
same effects as those given by Siebero 
For high temperature total emittance measurements 
1n air, Crompton (68) describes a system that heats the 
sample with an oxyacetylene torcho Since the specimen 
is coated with zirconia, oxidation-effects are minimizedo 
The sample or black body is placed in the support 
structure shown in Figo B-llo Optical apertures on 
the other side of the sample limit scattered radiation 
effects and the field of view of the ~adiometero 
Co2 Measurements of Electrical Nori-Conductors·1n Air 
• 
Most emittance determinations for non-conductors 
are performed in air because oxidation effects are 
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ne~11g1bleo However, problems not encounter~d with 
conductors make emittance measurements of non-conductors 
more difficulto Electric.al heating of the sample and 
temperature determination using thermocouples are not 
feasible because of low thermal eonductivityo Kratz 
and Broderick (178) give a special method of attaching 
thermocouples to non-conductors• and Kennard (165) 
explains how to determine the temperature of a non-
conductor by measuring the change in index of refrac~ 
tion of the air surrounding the sampleo However, most 
of the furnace techniques described below approach 
sample temperature determination indirectlyo 
Slemp and Wade (282) describe a furnace for the 
determination of normal spectral emittance (E ( "', °A.,-r) ) 
from 600° to 1800°F and 1 to 15Ao The furnace !J as 
shown in Figo B~l2 9 is composed of three cubeso Black 
body simulation is achieved by the inner liner which 
is housed in a cube of silicon carbide wound with 
Nichrome wireo Refractory firebrick insulates this 
structure from ambient conditionso The construction 
or this furnace is similar to that of McMahon (199)0 
By placing thermocouples on the inner furnace, the 
furnace temperature can be measured and this temper-
ature will be close to be that of the sampleo It 
was found that deviations of less than lo0% occu~red 
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when thermocouples were mounted on a sample of a 
conductor and ~hese temperature measurements were 
compared with furnace temperatureo 
'1.''1 . The non-conductor sample is mounted on the rotating 
shaft of the furnace as shown in the diagramo To permit 
the sample and black body interior-··of the furnace to 
be viewed alte:rnately, the sample is semi~circular in 
shapeo The gap between the surface of the sample and 
the water cooled view port is 1/16 ino Richmond (282) 
feels that this distance would still give multiple recm 
flection effects between the sample and view porto 
A decrease in the apparent temperature gradients 
of the sample was attained by rotating the sample at a 
velocity of 15 rpmo Experiments carried out by Moore 
(282) showed that higher speeds should have' been used 
to decrease the temperature drops across the viewing 
tubeQ However, Slemp and Wade (282) took alternate 
measurements of black body (inner surface) and sample 
intensities by first viewing the interior of the furnace 
through the cooled viewing tube, then rotating the 
specimen in front of the tube and noting the value of 
intensityo This procedure was repeated for 12 cycles 
- 84 ~ 
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and a difference ot lo0% in intensities was foundo 
Considering all the contributions to the system error, 
Slemp and Yade calculated the total deviation for their 
system to be 5a0% for total emittance and 12o5% for 
spectral emittanceo 
Clark and Moore (53) discuss apparatus for obtaining 
normal spectral emittance from 1200° to 1800'°K and 1 to 
15)10 In a system similar to that described abovei the 
radiation from a rotating cylindrical specimen is 
compared with that of a separate black body by a double 
beam spectrophotometero Data·obtained with this system 
are classified according to the percent porosity of the 
sampleo A possible source of error is the lack of 
temperature equality between the black body and the 
sampleo It is emphasized that a 3°K temperature differ-
ence will yield a 3o0% error in emittance at 1200°K and 
a wavelength of lA70 
Figo B-13 shows the furnace design of Kjelby (167) o 
Since the heating elements are placed only along the 
vertical wall, it is assumed that the other walls will 
be at the same temperature due to conductiono The 
innermost wall is made of ceramic muffleo Since this 
material has a low thermal conductivity~ temperature 
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gradients probably would be significant: However~ with 
this arrangement, Kjelby reports an accuracy within 3% 
of the "published val.uen of Inconel-Xo The main dif-
ference between this design and that of Slemp and Wade 
(282) is the lack of a cooled 'black body sight tubeo 
Possibly the non=cooled sight .tube of Kjelby has a sig-
nificant temperature distrlbution that affects the indi-
cated value of radiant intensityo A comparison with a 
water cooled viewing tube should be made to determine 
how significant this effect 1So 
· Olson and Katz ( 223) take another approach to the 
problem of radiant heat transfer from the sample throu-gh 
the water cooled view porto Figo B~l4 shows the insu-
"'\ lated brick furnace that houses a ceramic tube elec-
trically heated by a double winding of Noo 18 Kantfial 
A-1 wireo An external mechanism gives a reciprocating 
movement to four samples and a reference standard 
mounted on a vertical-tray inside the ceramic tubeo 
Thus, the samples are exposed to the detector port for 
a very short timeo The speed of reciprocation is such 
that the sample is in fr9nt of the view port for 4 
.• '\. ' 
seconds and at uniform temperature for 24 seconds o Both 
the black body and detector are mounted on a carriage 
a.µd the water cooled view ports are molded to fit in the 
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side of the furnace o When measurements are takeng the 
detector view port is 1/4 ino from the sampleo Accord-. 
ing to the previous discussion of Richmond~ this is 
not enough to eliminate reflection effects o. 
\. 
\ 
Bacon and James (10) propose a less elaborate design 
than those previously d1:scussedo The molybdenum wound 
furnace shown in Figo B-15 is capable of attaining a 
temperature of 3000°Fo To eliminate the problem of a 
fixed distance between the viewing port and sample j 
the sighting tube is vertically adjustableo Black body 
intensities are measured with the end of the sight tube 
in line with the inside of the furnace wallo Furnace 
temperatures are determined with an optical pyrom-
etero The main advantage of this method for non= 
conductors is that an inert atmosphere may be intro-
duced since the system is closed o A non-rotat-ing 
sample is the primary disadvantage of this approacho 
Heilman (138) and Hild (143) attempted to solve the 
problem of uniform sample heating by experimenting with 
a thin layer of non-conductor in contact with an elec-
trically heated metal surfaceo But the problem of 
accurate temperature determination of the surface w·as 
not solvedo Pirani (233) heated the sample in a furnace 
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or known temperaturea By withdrawing the sample i . 
rapidly. and placing 1 t in front of the thermopile 
detector 9 then extrapolating from a time temperature 
curve to account for cooling, the temperature was ob-
tainedo From this data, the value of emittance was 
de te rm1ne do 
Co3 Black B2dy Comparison in Vacuum 
The undesirable effects of an intervening atten-
uating medium and oxidation of the sample can be eli-
minated by performing tests in a vacuumo · Most exper~ 
imentation has been done at about 10-6 mm Hg ( 10-6 torr) 
because convection effects have been found to be negli-
gible at this pressureo 
Measurement of spectral directional emittance in 
a vacuum of 5 x 10-6 mm Hg over the range 200° to 600°C 
is discussed by Brandenburg and Clausen (43)o Figo 
B-16 shows the foam wall with nitrogen cooling on either 
side that provides-insulation from extraneous heat 
sourceso The sample is a copper cylinder with a r~ctan-
gular face that is viewed by the detectoro A cavity 
is milled out just below the copper sample and painted 
with PT 404 black paint to provide a reference rad1at·1on 
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sourceo Heating is done by a Nichrome wire heater 
wound on the sample o To permit temperature measurement 
or the samplei two Chromel~Alumel thermocouples are 
. attached to the coppero One is mounted behind the 
~ 
sample surface and the other is attached to the lower 
surface of the sampleo These thermocouples are placed 
such that the temperature of the sample and cavity are 
detected simultaneously and losses through the wires are 
Dqnimizedo A gold plated face plate in front of the 
copper cylinder de fines the apertures of the sample and 
reference cavity o 4 \ 
An insulated shaft holds the copper cylinder assem~ 
bly to the top of the vacuum tanko The shaft is rota-
table to permit directional measurements of emittanceo 
Emitted radiation waves of both the sample and blackened 
cavity pass through the potassium bromide window which 
seals the vacuum tanko To prevent variation of window 
transmittance due to condensation of water vapor on its 
outside surface» the window is fixed in a copper pipe 
which is electrically heated to maintain a temperature 
of 90°Co 
A Perkin-Elmer Model 13 spectrophotometer is used 
. . 
for detection of the monochromatic radiationo The last 
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stage of the depection system uses a prism monochro-
mator similar to the one shown .in the introductory 
sectiono 
·1 .I 
The experimenter attributes significant er·rors to 
window and detector emission which interfere with the 
.. 
cavity and sample signalso Other uncertainties are 
' 
caused by the non=blackness and poss·ible temperature 
variations of the inside of the black bodyo With the 
sophistication achieved in all other aspects of the 
experimental systemj the black body cavity should have 
been more meticulously designed~ A rigorous theoret-
ical analysis of the effective emittance of the cavity 
is formidable because of the lack of symmetryo To 
I ' 
obtain alternate readings from the sample and reference · 
cavityi a spherical mirror is rotated about its hori-
zontal axiso It must be mentioned that if the mirror 
should be pivoted too far for the cavity viewing, the 
detector may be receiving a signal from the corner of 
the cavity resulting in a high value of effective 
emittanceo This is analogous to the •vorr axistv effect 
noted in the discussion of black bodieso 
A system for measuring total normal emittance, 
1s described by Ze:rlaut ( 331) o Hi.s ·design is similar 
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to that used by Wilkes (320)» Gier and Dunkle (111), 
and Gier and Boelter (llO)o Zerlaut 9 s apparatus is 
shown in Figo B-170 The primary difference between 
this set~p and that of. Brandenburg and Clausen ( 43 ). 
,. is that in this approach the detector is also subjected 
to a vacuumo Convergence of the radiation on the 
thermopile detector is controlled by four 11m1·t1ng 
apertureso To prevent heating of the surrounding area» 
the baffle nearest the thermopile is water cooledo 
An ultra=sensitive thermopile is constructed by joining 
28 thermocouples in series is used to detect emitted 
radiationo 
The outside of the radiometer is wound with copper 
tubing so that electrically heated water can be circu-
lated to give a controlled environment for the detector 
and limiting aperture systemo Asbestos fiber and, ~ 
aluminum foil wrapped around the cooling coils also 
minimize temperature gradientsa Temperature control of 
the black body and the sample holder is achieved by 
circulating coolant through the black body housing and 
the cylinder that heats the sampleo The general shape 
' 
of the black body is shown in Figo B-18; its effective 
emittance was calculated using the approach of Edwards 
(89) 0 
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Zerlaut (331) presents a method for determining 
the linearity of the detector in relation to the system 
geometryo Figo B-19 shows a simplified sketch of the 
\ 
black body» water cooled apertures, and the effective 
receiving area of the detectoro If K is the 'calibration 
constant of the thermopile» Fis the shape factor of 
the detector with respect to the black body., then the 
voltage output of the thermopile is 
(c-3-/) 
The area of the detector that sees the radiation source 
is defined as .6 Aoo If BR and ea are t;as shown in the figure 
and R is the distance between the two surfaces~ then 
cosl3D coseB JA JA 
./) 8 
.R.2 
/lo Aa 
For this case, after integration 
and 
Cc-3-3) 
From a calibration plot of (T ~ T0) vso V~ values 
" 
of V are obtained and the detector calibration constant 
., 
is solved foro Examination of the above calculation of 
the shape factor shows that if the area of the detector 
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as seen by the source or the distance between the source 
and detector were to change during experimentation i a 
nonlinear contribution would be made to the value of the 
calibration constanto 
' The system of Grammer and Streed ( 119) permits meas-
~ urement of the directional total and· spectral emittance 
from 400° to 2000°Co A vacuum of 10-5 mm Hg is maintained 
in a stainless steel bell jar which is cooled by coil 
brazed to the outside or the jaro A flange rotating in 
an "Ona1ring forms a dynamic seal so that the sample may be 
turned for directional emittance readingso The electri-
cally heated sample is kept in the proper tensioni despite 
" 
linear expansion effects due to temperature variations i 
by weights that hang from the lqwer electrodes of the 
1 \.I .. ~ • ' ' ' ' 
sampleo Two apertures and a f)otassium bromide window 
form a double slit collimating optical system which 
'" def'ines the area and position of the sample and the di-
rection from which the sample is viewedo For total meas-
urements 5) radiation is focused directly on a thermopile 
by an electrical mirroro Measurement at a given wave= 
length requires use of an intervening monochromator to 
projects the image on the vacuum thermopileo 
' ' 
, 
.,. 
" Tempera~ures above 1500°C are measured with an 
·-:t· •. ! .. 
:if: 
. ' 
~ptical pyrometero To account for the interference of 
the potassium bromide window!!) which seals the ball jar_/ 
vacuum chamber~ the relationship between the true tem= 
perature and apparent temperature (Tb) is written as 
I 
--
-r (c-3-4'} 
< 
where u is the absorption coefficient of the window, l 
is the thickness of the windowj and other parameters are 
the same as those defined in the section on optical 
pyrometry o 
A heat balance on the sample gives the error for a 
( 
certain value of emittanceo For a sample emittance of 
Oa4 the overall error is 3% while an emittance of 
Oal 9 the error is 3la4%o Weber (315) presents a design 
similar to that describ.ed above to obtain directional 
values of emittance for translucent materialso 
Olson and Katz ( 223) discuss an apparatus for meas= 
urement of total normal emittance over the - 300° to 
3000°F rangeo The sample and black body are housed in 
a vacuum of 10-5 mm Hg and the detector system 9 con= 
s1st1ng of limiting apertures~ a chopper 9 and a radi= 
ometeri is contained in a side arm of the vacuum tanko 
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I Thus, the sophistication or the system is comparable 
to that of Zerlaut (331)0 However Olson and Katz 
{223) introduce a combination black body and sample 
holder by circulating liquid nitrogen through the walls ' 
or a cylindrical cavityo The specimen is mounted on 
the rear of the cylinder to permit low temperature 
sample measurementso This same low temperature arrange-
ment is presented by Morris et al (214) for measuring 
' total normal emittance from -32~ 0 to 2500°Fo No doubt 
more accurate measurements could be attained at lower 
temperature using the conical cavity of Zerlaut ( 331) 
with liquid nitr.ogen cooling, rather than a cylindrical 
cavity 9 because a cone has a higher effective emittance 
than a cylindero 
Olson and Katz (223) also discuss an evacuated 
system for measuring spectral emittance at 00665,.4-10 An 
optical pyrometer is used to determine the emittanceo 
The true temperature can be obtained by sighting a 
hole in the sample, while the apparent temperature can 
be read by viewing the surface of the sampleo However, 
no compensation is made for attenuation of radiation 
by the viewing window as in the case of Grammer and 
Streed ( 119) o 
. . . 
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McDonough (196) proposes a vacuum comparison 
method for temperatures below ambiento Figo B-20 shows 
that a switching mirror is employed to focus the ra-
diation from either the black body or sample on an 
elliptical mirror which in turn concentrates the image 
on a bolometer resistance thermometero A chopper 
provides an a-c output signalo If the subscripts de-
notes the sample 9 b signifies the black body~ and a 
,, 
represents ambient conditions, the equation for total 
emittance is 
v, 
-
J.:«>E{A)s [ J(>.,7;.) - )(11,ts)] JI\ 
- -Vt e ,...~ [ [ J(A,~) - .J(A,T.)] JA 
and.upon integration 
(c - 3- s) 
If both the sample and black body are cooled with ice 
wateri tQe ratio of voltage signals of the black body ) 
and sample is an approximation of the normal spectral 
emittanceo Howeveri in one experiment the great amount 
of reflected radiation from the room at 295°K over-
shadowed the emission of the sample at 275°Ko The 
spectral distribution of radiation is different at these 
temperatureso Therefore the long wavelength emittance 
that was expected at lower temperatures (275°K) was not 
detectedo This problem could have been remedied by the 
. ~ 
' 
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"' 
addition of a selective filter in front of the detectoro 
Betz et al (23) approach the problem of low temperature 
normal emittance determination by using an apparatus 
with a liquid n11trog~n reservoir for temperat»re control o 
Co4 Measurements in Inert Gas 
Experimentation in an inert atmosphere is desira-
ble in that the problems of maintaining a vacuum are 
eliminated and absorption of radiation is minimizedo 
However 9 convective problems are still present o 
Seban (274) gives a method for measuring spectral 
I 
emittance from 1300° to 3000°Fo As shown in Figo B-=21, 
the black body and sample furnace are mounted on rails 
in a tank 36 ino long and 16 ino in diametero The 
interior of the black body has the shape of a tapered 
cylinder to give a high effective emittanceo Both the 
sample and black body are heated by tungsten wire 
wrapped around Alundum tubeso Radiation from either 
of these sources is directed into a Perkin-Elmer Model 
98 monochromator by a switching mirroro Horizontal 
slits define the image viewed by the monochromatoro 
The effectiveness of this setup is questionable due 
to astigmatic effects perpetrated by the off-axis spher~ 
!cal mirroro 
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Before argon gas is introduced 9 the system is 
baked at 10-6 mm Hg and 500°F for four hours to elim-
inate impuritieso After argon fills the tank 9 it is· 
maintained at a pressure close to atmospherico 
One thermocouple is used to evaluate sample tern~ 
perature» and it is mounted on the rear side of the 
specimeno Obviouslyj modifications will have to be 
made in the temperature detection apparatus for non~ 
conductors as the temperature on the rear of the sample 
will not necessarily be the same as that on the front 
raceo 
Indicated values of sample emittance may also 
include foreign contributions from the internal mirror 
or the windowo Examination of the experimental re~ 
sults of free convection of the argon atmosphere on 
the temperature of the mirror indicates that the heat 
loss is sufficient to keep the mirror at a desirable 
temperatureo The window is also kept at a low temper.._ 
ature by the same effecto To achieve this same result 
with a vacuum would require a fairly sophisticated 
cooling systemo 
•. 
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Measurements of the high temperature spectral 
emittance of Rhenium were made by Marple (191)0 For 
temperatures below 2200°Ci a vacuum was maintained 
inside the sample housingo At higher temperatures» 
·· the container was· filled with argon gas at a pres~ 
sure of 50 mm Hgo With this procedurej an accuracy 
) 
of about OoOl emittance value was attained by the ex-
perimentero 
Pear·s (231) describes apparatus for determination 
of total normal emittance from 800° to 5000°Fo The 
sample is housed in an evacuated chamber (2 mm Hg) and 
is heated by a flat i~duction coilo The upper part of 
housing .9 which is water cooled on the outside i contains 
limiting apertures and a thermopile detectoro To 
eliminate moistures the housing is filled with dried 
helium or argono Impurities can be eliminated by 
purging the sys temo 
An analysis of the effects of surface cond1 tions 
on emittance at high temperatures was made during the 
experimentation a In most'"-·em1ttance measurements 9 it 
is assumed that the physical structure and chemical 
properties are constanto However 9 when measurements 
of refractories at high temperatures were made~ the 
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grain structure was found to change for the isotropic 
graphites and .certain components of the material 
· migrated or boiled out to the surface of the specimeno 
These results call for establishment of a time~temper~ 
ature emittance relationship and thorough character~ 
1zation of the surface of ·the specimen at high tempe~ 
atures o 
<!.i:.• ...... 
.•· 
Reithof (245) presents a design that has an induc~ 
tion heating source for attaining sample temperatures 
up to 4000°Ko As shown in Figo a~22~ the·heart of the 
·· apparatus is the heating part of a Sylvania RFS~2 
induction lampa The induction heating source consists 
of a sample holderj a concentratorj and an induction 
coilo A mount for the "T"-shaped specimen is provided 
by the zirconia sample holdero The concentratorD 
which is water cooledj acts as an electromagnetic 
couple between the sample and the induction cello An 
argon atmosphere or a vacuum is maintained within the 
pyrex housing of the systemo 
Blau et al (36) also describe an induction heating 
system with an inert atmosphereo In their experimen~ 
tationj the spectral emittance up to 1300°K was meas~ 
ured by comparison with an external black body» and at "· 
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· hi.gber ··temperatures Plane~ Distribution Law was used 
for the black body emissive powero 
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Do Methods with Black Body in Sample 
When the black body is made a part of the sample» 
accurate temperature determination for the "equal teDFa 
: peraturen comparison method is usually simplifiedo House 
J 
et al (149) describe a typical apparatus for determining 
spectral normal emittance that compares the radiant in~ 
tensity perpendicular to the surface of a tubular sample 
with the value of intensity from a small{ hole drilled 
in the side of the tube that acts as a black bodyo This 
method is similar to that employed by Larrabee (181) and 
De Vos ( 75) o 
The test chamber is a 13 inL long and 3 ino iodo 
. , 
flanged tube with its inner wall grooved and blackenedo 
Water cooling is accomplished by a coil wound around 
the outside wall o'f the chambero A· 2 o 5 kw heating ,,,<. 
element surrounds the cooling coil so that high temper= 
ature can be maintained for the initial "bake-outi' 
processo Reference (237) gives the theoretical consid~ 
erations for displacing the tubular sample 3/4 ina 
from the vertical centerline of the test chambero Bas!~ 
cally, this displacement reduces the amount of specular 
reflection from the chamber wall to the specimeno This 
system is capable of maintaining a vacuum within the test 
- 112 -
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chamber greater than 10-6 mm Hgo 
.,,· 
Specimen tubes are about 9 ino long, with a five to 
ten mil wall thickness and a diameter of about Oo25 ino 
For materials not available in a tubular shap,e 9 the 
sample iS formed into an isosceles triangle. Only non-
coated metals can be used for this configurationo When 
the tube of circular cross·· section is used~ part of the 
tube wall behind the black body hole is flattened so that 
the portion of the tube wall viewed through the hole 
is "non-normal" as shown in Figo B-23; that is a) energy 
which is reflected through the hole originates from an 
elemental area of the inner surface of the tube wall 
,rather than from outside the holeo for both the 
triangular and tubular construction, the size of the 
rectangular hole is 00035 ino by 00076 ino A DeVos 
analysis was performed, and a value of effective emit-
tance of 00975 was calculatedo Temperature gradients 
· were not considered in the analysis o House et al ( 1:~9) 
note th.at the temperature of the hole may not have been 
the same as that of the nearby surface because of non-
uniform heatingo· This irregularity was noticeable for 
the stainless steel tube, and it was caused by the varying 
thickness of the wall and current density in the 
vicinity of the holeo Examination of the cross sections 
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shown in Fig B-23 indicates that the effect·ive emittan,ce 
is dependent on the angle at which the hole is viewed 
because of the lack of cavity .symmetryo 
According to House-· et al. the spectral normal emit-,, 
tance or a surface can be determined as follows o By 
defining the effective emittance of the black body hole-
of the tube as €(A) ~e , 
E(A) = J(A)1. 
Ae J(;,,--r:;;)~ (I)-,) 
where J (A,Ts)1:, is the spectral intensity of an ideal 
black body at the temperature of the adjacent surface 
(T8 ) and J(A)h is the measured intensity of the black 
body hole o For a spot on the surface near the hole j) the 
spectral normal emittance at the temperature of the 
surface is 
J(~,fs)s 
J(A,-r;), 
where the subscripts denotes the property of a surfaceo 
Therefore J(/i 17s), is the surface intensity at a point 
near the holeo Combining the above two equations» the 
normal spectral emittance is given as 
€ (>..)1,e ( ) J i\, rs s 
J(~}A . (o-3) 
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Results obtained with this method agree well with those '.-. 
' 
or Pratt and Whitney Aircrafto 
,;, 
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Eo , Comparison Methods :for Nonc::iOpaque Materials 
Emittance measurement systems discussed up to this 
point are applicable to opaque solids o However trans-
lucent and transparent materials have appreciable values 
of transmittance for incident radiati ono There fore, 1 t 
~l 
is necessary to discuss the underlying theory of emis-
sion from translucent solids before examining measu·ring_ 
techniques o j 
Emission from a translucent body is a volume rather 
than a surface process o None of the radiation origi-
nating within the surface of an opaque material reaches 
the surfaceo However, part of the radiation originating 
in the interior of a translucent body reaches the sur-
face o This original,'1 radiation is termed "primaryn ra-
.. 
\ 
diationg Since an elemental volume of a translucent 
solid emits in all directions» there is an interaction 
between the primary radiation of a number of points in :-?· 
the bodyo Interactions of this nature S> along with the 
usual effects of absorption, decrease the amount of 
primary radiation reaching the surfaceo At the surface, 
part of the primary radiation is reflected ba-ck into the 
solid and the remainder is emittedo Gardon (104) shows 
that in the ideal case the distribution of radiation 
- 117 ~ 
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beneath the surface with respect to a point on the 
surface satisfies Lambert 9 s Cosine Lawo (See Fig(t B-24.) 
That is 9 the intensity of radiation reaching the sur~ 
face is proportional to the angle that the pencil of 
radiation makes with the normal to the surface o This . 
statement is valid only if the body is very thickj each 
elemental volume radiate·s with equal intensity in, all 
directions, and the radiation is attenuated exponen-
tially within the volumeo 
The temperature distribution of a tramlucent body 
is non-uniform through the volume of the body because 
of its low thermal conductivityo Therefore 9 primary 
radiation will originate from a point beneath the sur-
face which is at a different temperature than a point 
on the surfaceo Since optical pyrometry depends on 
the radiation from a body for 'its indicated values, it 
1ts difficult to define a "truen temperature of a su:r-
face o That is 8 primary radiation from a number of 
different points within the volume, and consequently a 
number of given temperatures 9 will be seen be the 
pyrometero 
Stierwalt (291) has devised a system that uses the 
black body comp~rison method for measuring the spectral 
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emittance of transparent materials from ~0° to 200°C 
and 2 to 25Ao The chamber that houses the sample is a 
cone with an apex angle of 15° as shown in Figo B~25o 
With the inside of the cone oxidized 9 the chamber is 
essentially a black bodyo ,Such a design· is necessary 
to prevent radiation transmitted through the sample 
from being reflected back through the specimenQ 
So that the chamber may be flushed with inert gas, 
a 1 ceslum-iodide lens is mounted on the front of the 
charnbero Radiation emitted through the lens is reflected 
by the mirror to the monochromatoro The rotating 
chopper has a mirrored surface so that radiation from 
the black body can be reflected to the monochromatoro 
Measurements of total and spectral normal emittance 
can be .made from 500° to 4500°F with the apparatus 
devised by Clayton ( 55) shown in Figo Bca,26 o Clayton w s 
experimental method is similar to that of McMahon (200) 
whose design is capable of a maximum temperature of 
1800°Fo Gardon (40) expanded on the theory of McMahon 
and developed an approach for the three dimensional case o 
The induction heating furnace of Clayton is system 
maintains the sample at a given temperature in an inert 
- 120 -
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' gas o Rotation of the specimen mounted on a black body 
with a three to one depth to diameter ratio minimizes 
·temperature gradients when the sample is viewed by the 
water cooled sight tube o Because the black body refer-
ence groove rotates at the same angular velocity as 
the sample j 1 ts temperature is nearly the - same as the 
specimen so the sample temperature can be determined 
from this sourceo By mounting the miniature radiometer 
in the position shown 9 black body intensity values are 
obtained from the reference 1 groove.o 
The eccentric m,9unt for the sighting tube permits 
the sample .to be viewed in two wayso With the tube at 
the inside position as shown in the diagram, it sees 
radiation emitted from the specimen plus radiation 
transmitted through the specimen from the black bodyo 
This transmittance black body source is already cali~ 
brated because it is a~ the same temperature as the 
black body reference grooveo Since the radiation trap 
eliminates transmittance through the specimen and does 
not permit upward reflection of radiation emitted from 
the underside o'r the specimen surface, the sight tube 
in the outside position views only radiation emitted 
from the sampleo 
- 123 -
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If T8 is the true temperature of the specimen and 
·Tb is the radiation temperature, ~hen 
(E-1) 
Considering the transmitted and emitted radiation 
(inside position of the sight tube), 
( ) -n~+ E (NIT ) -I- -1" /\Ii I ::. ., 
/$-I-
where T is the temperature of a black body have a value 
or radiant intensity equal to that transmitted and 
emitted by the samples it folows that the transmittance 
is given by 
1-
-,;·+ 
'J(tv,-r) = 7i;j' ( (e--3) ~ -7;1- fs4-
-~ 
An analysis of this property is important in deter-
mining the degree of opacity of a solido If a specimen 
' is found to be opaque, other emittance techniques may 
be. use do 
Cox (67) has devised a method for high temperature 
emittance measurements in which the temperature profile 
throug~ the specimen is plotted and the surface tem-
perature 1s obtained from an extrapolation of this ploto 
Figo B-27 shows that the tapered sample is heated by a 
plasma torch on the front face and a propane torch on 
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the back facea The Rayotube total radiation detector 
is mounted at 4~ 0 to the mormal of the sampleo Three 
black body temperature measurement cavities are provided 
for the pyrometer a Since the ·sample is symmetrical j 
heat flows .only in the axial and radial directions o 
Therefore, for this experiment a two dimensional plot of 
temperature .was made on polar coordinateso Its value 
was manifested in an error in emittance due to surface 
temperature gradients of only O o 5% o However~ at 4000°F 
the estimated error in total emittance was 15% and for 
spectral emittance the deviation was 20%0 A typical 
temperature profile is shown in Figo B-280 
··""· 
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IIIo Indirect Optical Methods of Determini~ Emittance 
Ao Obtaining Emittance from Reflectance Measurements 
Before discussing the relationship between reflec~ 
tance measurements and emittance values» it is neces-
0 
sary to establish the theoretical connection between 
methods· used to determine reflectance o Reflectance has 
been defined as the ratio of radiant power reflected 
· from a body to the radiant power incident upon a body o 
It can be shown that reflectance is also a ratio of 
reflected to incident radiant intensityo Values of 
directional reflectance are obtained from intensity meas-
urementso The indirect optical emittance techniques 
described on the following pages are used to determine 
these values of intensityo 
A way of obtaining directional reflectance is to 
"• 
place the sample !n a heated isothermal emclosure similar 
to that of Figo C-I-ao The cavity contains black ra-
diation and it is reflected from other portions of the 
wall until it hits the sampleo Therefore~ radiation 
which is incident on the sample is "completely diffuse" o 
(Although the hole in the cavity should be sealed for 
' 
comelete~y diffuse irradiation~ this slight deviation 
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is usually neglectedo) By viewing tne sample at a 
given angle to its normalj the value of the reflected 
intensity is measuredo The value of reflectance obc:m 
tained from the ratio of this reflected intensity 
to the intensity of the completely diffuse incident 
radiation is the same as directional reflectance t 
fe;fd(H,T} (201)0 Just as a black body is never attainedp 
completely diffuse irradiation of the sample cannot be 
,. 
attained in p ~~actice a Nevertheless a, re flee tance values 
measured from systems whi~h approach completely diffuse 
· 1rradiation of the sample will be called directional 
-reflectance o 
The equivalence between the above method of meas-
uring .directional reflectance and the definition of 
directional reflectance is based on Helmholtz 0 s reci~ 
proclty theorem ( 140) o Basically» this theorem states 
that if the direction of the radiant pencils in Figo 
c ... r .. a is reversed» the same value of reflectance is ob-
tainedo When the pencils are reversed.i) the sample is 
irradiated from a particular direction and the reflected 
radiation~ which may have an erratic distribution such 
as that of Figo C~I-b, is collected over all angles o 
The ratio of intensities for this system is defined as 
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directional reflectance by McNicholas . ( 201) o Note that 
I 
the reflected radiation need not be diffuse for equiv~ 
alenceo 
From the directional reflectance (6~,,,,{H,r) meas-
.. . .. 
ured with either of the above methods 9 directional 
emittance E (e; ¢~-r) may be obtained from writing Kirchoff\1 s 
lawo 
fl· 
€(e',¢~T) == o( ( e~r,t>Jt) = I- (e~r:p,(H1t) 
:i 
" 
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Bo · Spherica1·· and Hemispherical Integrators 
The function of hemispherical and spherical. integg 
·, 
graters is to provide uniform irradiation of an imper~ 
:.. 
fectly diffuse sample or a detector withjn the sphere 
or hem1sphereo Since the interior of these enclosijres 
is nearly a perfect mirror to incident radiation~ each 
'" wave of radiation is re·r1ected a number of times from 
1 'L' : , '1.;· • ·, ··., 
the surface of the enclosureo Consequentlyj the radia-
tion which is reflected from the sample in all directions 
.,..---
is added up over all angles by the collecting enclosureo 
This integration or summing of radiation over all angles 
1s opposite to the differentiation effect produced by 
the reflection of an incident beam of radiation from 
the sample surface O 
Bol Hemi~eher,ical Integrator. 
The fundamental principle· of the hemispherical 
integration process is shown in Figo C-lo A colli-
mated beam of radiation irradiates the surface of the 
sample at a given angle,, is reflected from the sample j 
then from the surface of the mirrored hemisphere, and 
is finally incident on the detector surfaceo Although 
only two paths of reflected radiation are shown in the 
.,·: 
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diagram, there are an 1nf1n1 te number of such re flee-. 
,0 
tion processeso In order that effective detection of 
reflected radiation from the sample can be made~ the 
sample and detector are placed at ca:,jugate ro·c1 of the 
hemisphericalS> parabolical a> or ellipsoidal mirroro A 
number of variations of this basic design have been· 
. 
constructedo For example 9 the angle of incidence of 
the incoming radiation is varied in some modelso How-
ever9 Brandeburg {42) notes that the problem of cali~ 
·brating the integrator over all angles is still unsolvedo 
.~ { 
Thus, this apparatus cannot be used for absolute re flee= 
tance measurementso But by comparing the detector 
.reading of the sample with that of a standard of known 
reflectance 9 the ab-solute reflectance of the sample 
can be obtainedo 
Original designs, such as those of Paschen (229) 
and Coblentz (6l)j use a polished silvered hemisphereo 
Modifications of these designs are discuss~d by White 
(319) and Dunkle (83)o Gaumer et al (106) describe 
" 
a hemisphere coated on the inside with magnesium oxide 
or flat white silicate painto By placing a filter in. 
front of the,c~thode of the photocell detectori spectral 
measurements can be madeo Degradation of the reflec~ 
ting surface of the hemisphere,which will be discussed 
. .-:, .. 
k··· 
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in more detail in the next· section 9 has 11 ttle effect 
on the specular reflectance characteristics of the 
surfaceo Therefore~ the accuracy of the comparison 
, .. 
method of determining reflectance is independent of 
this prob lemo 
......... 
Recent work with a polished glass hemisphere has 
been done by B1rkebak and Hartnett ( 28) and Kozyrev and 
Vershinin (176)0 Since the hemisphere is coated with 
an ev.aporated metal j an ellipsoidal mirror is simulated o 
Radiation through the top of the hemisphere is incident 
at a prescribed angle to the specimen surface as shown 
in Figo C-2 o 
I A therm<bpile located in a;conjugate posi-
,I 
tion is the detector for the systemo For measurement 
of reflectance with this sys tem 9 the above experimenters 
first noted the detector output for direct irradiation 
of the sampleo Then the same amount of radiant energy 
was directed on the thermopile and the detector output 
w,as notedo The reflectance of the sample was then 
found by dividing the ratio of these two outputs by the 
reflectance of the hemisphereo 
;, 
Janssen and Torborg (159) introduce a highly 
diffuse reflec.tor (diffuser) for the purpose of spec-
\tral measurements and for experimentation in which the 
·sample is heatedo As shown in Figo C~3 j the diffuser 
' 
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is located at the conjugate focus of the specimeno 
I 
Energy from an external source such as a globar or 
a mercury vapor lamp irradiates the diffuser which 
reflects the radiation with a close approximation to 
• 
a ·,Lambertian distributiono This radiation is 
~ reflected from the hemisphere to the surface of the 
specimen .9 then 1 t travels throu·gh the top of the hemi-
sphere to the spectrometera However, not all the ra-.. 
diation reaches the spectrometero Some is reflected 
ba-ck to the diffuser or back to the aperture through 
which the original radiation cameo 
/ ___ ,.,. 
For the above experimental setup~ a war surplus 
bombsight bubble is used as the glass hemispherea The 
.. 
inside is covered with a ~ufficient thickness of 
-
vacuum deposited high purity aluminum to ma~e the 
hemisphere opaque to incident radiationo A concentri-
cally corrugated aluminum surfa~e and a magnesium 
carbonate surface approximate a Lambertian distribu= 
~ 
tion of reflected energy 9 so they are used as diffuserso 
Water cooling mainta_ins the diffuser at ambient temper-
atureo Heating of the sample is accomplished by 
tungsten heating 'elements and a thermocouple provides 
sample temperatureo The entire system is housed in a 
_, 138 = 
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vacu~m chamber~ and potassium bromide windows are 
c{l 
placed on the side of the chamber to .permi:t radiation 
to travel through the irradiance and detection aper-
tures of the hemisphereo "To prevent fogging d1ff1-
culties j the windows are kept at a constant temper~ 
ature of 100°Fo For the short wavelengths a tungsten 
r lamp is used as. a source~ while a globar source is 
satis'ractory at longer wavelengthso Det~ction of the 
reflected radiation is accomplished by a Perkinm:)Elmer 
model .~12 spectrometero 
<:, ' 
\ ·' 
Eckert (87) gives a formulation for obtaining the 
sample reflect.ance which accounts for losseso B0 re-
.I 
presents the brightness of the· diffuser which is 
defined as the original radiation that irradiates the 
diffuser plus the interreflections with the sample and 
d1ffusero If the apparent brightness of the sample (B8 ) 
··'14'·, :,. 1 s 
,. . 
where Fis the fraction of energy lost form each of 
. H " . 
the apertures and rr~,,, is the reflectance of the 
hem1spherej then 
f-
p ( >.., T) 5 -
((A,T)H -
. '. •1 
. I. 
.  
I (~-J). I I 
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is the ratio or the sample re~lectance to reference 
\ . 
reflectance -r ('A, I)~ 
A relatively large error in this experiment was 
• 
the spherical aberration of the hemisphereo Radiation 
that was reflected from a point on the diffuser was 
spread along a line on the surface of the speci_meno 
After a number of reflections~ part of the radiation 
that should have been incident on the surface of the 
sample missed the sample completely a 01ther sources 
of error were scattered radiation from the windows and 
a non-Lambertian distribution of reflected radiation 
from the diffusera In general 9 the spectral reflec~ 
tance data agree within lo5% of the results of two 
other experimenterso 
'· 
B1l'kebak (25) i Birkebak and Har~/nett (28) ai and , 
Hartnett et al (134) have devised an in tegt'ating 
hemisphere with a rotatable test stand as shown in 
1f 
Figo C-4o ~ix disk-shaped samples can be mounted bn 
the test standj and the desired specimen may be 
rotated into the conjugate focal( position of the ther-
fuopile for testingo To maintain a well defined 
~nvironment for the hemisphere,. and consequently for 
the specimens and the thermopile~ a water cooled 
jacket surrounds the hemisphereo· 
- 140 - \ . '• 
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.. · ····\. The .same experimenters modified the integrating} 
hemisphere for measurement of non-opaque specimenso 
For:.the infrared wavelength region 9 a specimen was 
mounted on the aperture of a water cooled black bodyo -
Radiant energy transmitted through the sample was ab~ 
sorbed by_ the black bodyo .By taking the difference 
between ·;the radiant energy indicated by the thermo-
pile when the specimen was in its test position over 
the black body and the thermopile indication when the 
black body alone was considered, the value of reflected 
radiation was obtainedo For shorter wavelengths, the 
black body was replaced by a blackened surface beneath 
the test s·pecimeno The procedure for obtaining the 
reflected radiation was the same as that for the black 
I 
Since each of the systems described above operates 
on basically the same principle, there are a number of 
possible errors that they have in commono Kozyrev ~d 
Vershinin (177) note that when the sample is irradiated 
at a l,a-rge angl·e to its normal, the reflected radiation 
may not be focused on the detector because of optical 
aberrationso Secondly, since the reflectance of a 
sample usually varies with the angle of incidence, the 
detector output will. also vary with· the angle of incidence 
- 142 -
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.. ;,14 or the radiation. Consequently the value of ( ( &, ¢, >.. ,-r) 
will not be constant for all angles of e o A third 
error occurs if the surface of the detector should have 
a relativel_y high value of reflectanceo : In·terreflec..., · 
tions between the sample and detector will cause a 
significant contribution to the overall erroro A fourth 
contribution to the overall deviation results when the 
comparison method of reflectance determination is usedo 
The resultant value of sample reflectance is only as 
accurate as the degree to which the reflectance of the 
standard is knowno 
:_a.· 
,. 
Bo 2 Spher1 ~~l Inte grato~. 
The process of spherical integration provides a 
I 
sample with uniform hemispherical irradiation= that 
1s 9 uniform irradiation from all directionso The pre~ 
viously described integrating hemisphere provides uni-
form irradiation~ but not uniform hemispherical irradiaf:> 
tion, of the sampleo It is seen by examining Figo C-5 
that the e-quipment for a typica;l spherical integration 
process consists of a sample within a highly reflec= 
t1ve sphere with apertures for the detector and source 
radiationo Radiation from the source is diffusely re~ 
fleeted from a point on the inner surface of the sphereo··· 
Sy tracing one of the waves that results from the diffuse 
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reflection ·process~ ·1t is seen that this wave in turn is 
diffusely reflectedo Thi_s process continues ad infinitum, , 
thus providing the sample with.uniform irradiation from 
all directions o The de tecto·r that views the surface of 
'\ . 
·the sample determines the amount of reflected energy o 
Since an elemental ·area of the interior of the sphere is 
uniformly irradiated by the remaining area of the spherei 
the sample may be placed anywhere withi_n or on the surQI;> 
face of the spherea For directional reflectance meas.-
urements i it is most desirable to locate the sample at 
the origin of the sphereo 
. ' 
I. 
The spherical integrator can also be used for hemi-
spherical collection of radiation reflected from a sampleo 
The above description of the· diffuse reflection 
process within the sphere is based on the assumption 
that the coating on the inside surface of the sphere~ 
reflects radiation with a Lambertian distributiono A 
great deal of work has been done to de,termine the diffuse 
,I' 
.l 
,1 
reflectance proppTties of magnesium oxide coatings o 
<'" .~ . _., 
,,......._,_. _.;,=-........... 
Middleton and Sanders (206) examined the reflectance of 
magnesium oxide applied to the interior of a polished 
I\ •.• 
silver plated sphere over the wavelength range from 
Oo24 to Oo85~o Although the spectral reflectance varied 
4, 
; 
,. 
- 14.5 -
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with wavelength 9 a maximum plateau was found at Oo54.!f o 
Probably the most significant result of this under-
taking was the ultraviolet nbleaching 9' effecto That 
is, when the magnesium oxide coating was subjected to 
irradiation of short wavelengths (ultraviolet ,:region) s, 
a change_in the chemical makeup of the coating caused 
~; .. 
a change in the spectral reflectance plot when later 
measurements were made on the same coatingo Preston 
(240) experimented with a coating similar to that of 
Middleton. and. Sanders (206) and he obtained results close 
, 
to theirso Tellex and Waldron (300) were concerned with 
obtaining a uniform thickness of the magnesium oxide on 
the interior surface of a glass sphereo By using a 
non-opaque glass for the sphere~ and gradually applying 
' 
the magnesium oxide coating until the combination of the 
glass and coating became opaquei the thickness and degree 
of uniformity of the coating were accurately determinedo 
Two methods were employed to coat the glass sphereo In 
( .' . 
the first method~ magnesium shavings were burned and the 
resultant smoke covered the interior of the sphereo For 
the second method» an electrostatic coating process was 
,,,. use do 
~ Brandenburg (42) describes a system using a magne~ 
sium oxide coated sphere that permits measurement of 
spectral directional reflectance -for hemispherical irra-
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diation,-("',¢~>.(H,I) j from Oo19 to 2o65;(.(o As shown 
in Figo 'C-6 » the sample is irradiated from the rear by a 
tungsten or ultra.violet source o The sample is rotatable 
about its axis, and to insure that the radiation which is 
incident on the sample from the source is scattered in 
~ 
the same manner regardless of the angle of the sample j 
·the mount that holds the sample is a half cylinder coated 
with magnesium oxideo To account for the non-isotropic 
reflection characteri.stics of the sample surface~ the 
sample also can be rotated about its normal axiso 
) 
The related optics also shown in the accompanying 
diagram provide a constant comparison of the reflected 
energy from the sample with a reference which is the wall 
of the sphere in this caseo A double beam spectrometer 
collimates the radiation on a phototube or a lead sul~ 
_ fide detector 8 and the recorded intensity ratio of the 
...... 
sample to the reference beams gl ves the value of re flee-
.,, 
tance o 
Instead of irradiating the sample as in the previous 
system, Fussel et al (103) irradiate the sample surface 
directly as shown in Figo c.-.7 o Radiation from the lamp 
source exactly fills the receiving area of the lens due 
to the solid angle control of the diaphragm.IP The lens 
then concentrates the radiation on the center of the 
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sample surface i) and the reflected radiation from the 
sample is collected· by the sphere o · · Radiation from an 
' 
area of the uniformly irradiated wall of the sphere is 
detected by the photomultiplier located .90° from the 
sample aperture o 
(__ 
A barium sulfate preparation was used to coat the 
,,. 
interior of the sphereo For the base structure» an un~ 
polished aluminum sphere was employedo , A powdered form 
' 
of barium sulfate was mixed with Oo2% sodium (carboxy~ 
-methyl) cellulosej which acted as a binding agento Then, 
six coatings of this preparation were applied to the 
' ....... 
aluminum sphereo Assuming that this coating has the same 
characteristics as that of Middleton and Sanders (206) as 
shown in Figo C-8j it is noted that the coating is most 
effect! ve in the region from O o 4 to O o BA' where the 
reflectance varies from Oo93 to Oo96o The decision was 
( 
made to use the barium oxide rather than magnesium oxide 
for a coating because the former was found to be much 
, ___ _ 
more durableo 
An error analysis was carried out using the theoret-
ical approach of Jacq·uez and Kuppenheim ( 155) o This 
analysis considers the reflected intensities from the 
sample and the reference surfaces» the reflectance of the 
- 150 -
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interior or the integrating spherej the total internal 
<,, 
area of the sphere, and tWe spherical areas of the 
entrances sample fr) and detector apertures,o From this 
evaluation it may be inferred that the minimum permis~ 
sible radius of the sphere is a function of the displace~ 
ment of the optical axis of the light source from a 
radius th~ough the center of the sample aperture~ the 
diameter of the light entrance aperture» and the diameter 
of the limiting diaph~agmo 
The system of Bi~kebak et al {29) has an integrating 
sphere design similar to that of Jacquez et al (156) o 
A copper sphere is covered with pure aluminum and a _coating 
of magnes~wn oxidea Since the sphere is designed for 
solar irradiation of the specimens"» separate apertures 
are provided in the top of the sphere so that the sample 
' and reference can be irradiated without replacing one by 
the othero A thermopile is located 90° from the sample 
and reference surfaces for detection of the energy re ... 
fleeted from the wallo 
Gaumer et al (106) describe an integrating sphere 
technique)which is similar to that employed by Kortum 
( 173) o In this sys tern the sample is irradiated indirectly o 
Two mercury discharge lamps located on opposite sides of 
- 152 -
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the sphere are so placed that . they irradiate the walls of 
" 
the magnesium oxide coated sphereo Baffles over the( 
-
' f light sourR.e/ ensure that the sample is not directly 
~ 
1rrad1ateda However» due to the multiple reflec·tion . 
phenomenon. radiation is eventually incident upon the 
surface of the sample and a detector aperture on the op-
'<:, 
posite side of the sphere from the sample receives re-
flected radiation from the sampleo In order that the 
reflected radiation can be focused on the photocell 
detector, a lens is inserted in the detector aperture 
of the spherea The reflectance of the sample was ob-
tained by comparing the photocell output for the sample 
with that of a surface of known reflectanceo For two 
surfaces of similar reflection propertiesj it was found 
th~t·this system could detect a difference of Oa02 in 
reflectanceo 
Both Shaw (279) and Gaumer et al (107) describe an 
integrating sphere system used at Lockheed Mis·s·l'E!\ and 
Space Companyo As shown in Figo C-9j the sample and 
reference are indirectly irradiated by the source ra-
diation coming through the aperture at the bottom of 
the sphereo Baffles, which are not shownj prevent the 
sample and reference from seeing the radiation from the 
sourceo Radiation reflected from the sample and reference 
surfaces is collimated by a series of mirrors through 
- 153 -
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Figure C-9. Spherical Integrator with ,·c·-.ontintfous 
of Sample and Reference (279) 
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the chopper i 'and the outputs are compared by a 14 M 
Cary ·recording spectrophotom~tero 
An error analysis indic_ates that the greatest dis-
crepancy results from the lack of reflectance values for 
t~ the absolute reference and instability of the reference 
materials o Research has indicated that of magnesium 
oxide, magnesium carbon ate, and. vacµum deposited alumi-
~ 
num 9 the aluminum preparation is the most desirable as 
a reference coatingo Experimentation showed that the 
reflectance of magnesium carbonate fluctuat~d noticeably 
due to the absorption of water vaporo Tests on magne~ 
slum oxide necessitated the application of a new coating 
daily because the reflection properties were found to 
vary significantly with timeo 
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Co Spheri.cal and Hemispherical ·Hohlraum 
U O I 
,, 
By placing a controlled temperature sample in a· 
hohlraum ("heated oven"), the reflectance ,of the spec-
imen may be obtainedo The basis for relating this method 
, . 
of determining reflectance to the methods of the previ-
ously discussed "integrators" rests on the valid! ty of 
Helmholtz's reciprocity theorem which is sometimes termed 
the integral reciprocity theorem (140)0 Figo C-lO~I 
shows the method of measuring reflectance as employed in 
the integrating hemisphere approacho Radiation is col~ 
limated through the hemisphere at an angle to the 
surf ace of the sample, is re fle cte d from the sample, 
then from the hemisphere to the detectoro This system 
is equivalent to that shown in J~go C-10-IIo In this 
( 
case the radiation irradiates the sample at an angle e 
. 
to normal of the surface, and the reflected radiation is 
collected qy the hemispherical detectoro If the intensity 
of the incident radiation is ~(a,¢,'?-...,,) and that' of 
the collected reflected radiation is ~ (A,T), the reflec-
tance of the sample is 
The "reciprocal" system of the one described above 
. 
1s shown in Figo C-lO~IIIo Irradiation of the sample is 
accomplished by the hemispherical source emitting with 
- 156 -
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the 1ntensi ty Jo (")...1-fJ·~:·i, This hemisph~rjcally inei.dent 
radiation is reflected and ~ollected at.an angle e to 
the normal of the sample by an external detectoro The 
1ntens1 ty of this re fleeted radiation is ~(a~¢..~ A 1-r) o 
It follows that the reflectance is 
~ (9~ ,,~, ?\,,) 
-h> ( )\ ,-,-) 
If e' = e and ¢'= ¢, then the Helmholtz reciproc-
ity theorem states that fH,)l,t(e,¢,?1. 11) equals rs~¢',A,r(!-IJJ,,/T). 
This second method is .,basically that employed in the 
hemispherical and spherical hohlraum systems o According 
to the Heln,lholtz theorem, the reflectance values obtained 
-by the integrating sphere and the spherical hohlraum 
should be equal if the above conditions are rneto 
-----,.\ 
Co 1 Hem1seherical Hohlraum 
I 
In general, the hemispherically shaped "heated oven" 
is placed over a temperature controlled sample so that 
1 t is· po.si ti·oned at t
1
he origin of the hemisphere o Martin 
·'-' 
' (192) describes a hemispherical source for reflectance 
determination from O o 35 to 2 o 5,,t( o As shown in Figo C-11 1 
the system consists of three. coincident hemispheres 
Q 
heated by an array of lamps o The outermost hemisphere 
serves as a mount for the 96 incandescent lamps o Since 
' -the lamps radiate in ·all directions, the second hemis-
- 158 -
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phere is opaque and its· surface reflects the radia-
···tion inwardo The function of the innermost translucent 
· hemisphere 9 whi·ch is made of grit blasted glas:s » is to .;; 
give the transmitted radiation a diffuse distributiono 
/ !9. make the irradiation of the sample more diffuse·j the 
I 
base plate of the hemisphere is coated with electrolytic 
.. ,, aluminum having a variation in spectral reflectance 
from Oo7 to Oo9o By placing the sample at the origin 
of the hemisphere i and viewing the reflected radiation 
at an angle of 45° to the normal of the samplei the 
reflectance can be obtainedo It is best to measure 
the radiation reflected from the sample at 8= 45° 
because a viewing aperture nearer the top of the hemi-
sphere would subtend too large a solid angle at smaller 
~ 
values of 80 
Since the comparison method was used to determine 
(\ the absolute value of reflectance, 1 t was necessary to '\ 
use both a diffuse and specular reflector as references 
· to minimize errorso (From the section on definitionsi 
· a specular'reflection occurs when e = e' and ¢ = ¢' 
in the expression for bi angular reflectance - (,,i~fd,,.-,7).) 
For a specular standard, an aluminum coating on a glass 
a base was cho·seno A block of magnesium carbonate served 
as the diffuse standard because by periodically 
.. 
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scraping the surface of the block)) the. ·a1rruse reflec-
tion properties could be renewedo The inability to 
accurately determine the values of reflectance of the 
standards made a large contribution to the overall 
., 
error of the reflectance values fr) which was about 7 o 5% o 
· For this system and other hemispherical hohlraums that 
operate on the same principle, there are two sources 
of error ~hat may be of significant value (85)o The 
·first deviation is a result of a non-uniform radiation 
intensity from the interior surface of the hemisphereo 
This non-uniformity is caused by the viewing aperture» 
the sample and its holder being at a different temper-
ature~ and inherent temperature gradients in the radia-
ting hemisphereo A second source of error is emission 
of radiation from the sampleo For specimens with a 
low reflectance, the absorptancej and consequently 
the emittance, will be of large enough value to con-
tribute an error to the detection of the reflected 
I. radiat~iono 
~ ' 
Co2 Spher1£al Hohlraum 
.. r 
The nheated ovens" that have been designed are not 
spherical in shape o However., the sysAms presently 
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employed essentially irradiate the sample with the 
·same effect as a sphere i so the terminology "spher-
ical heated oven'' is justified from this standpoint o 
To avoid the implication of spherical shapej the 
spherical hohlraum is often referred to as a heated 
cavity refle'ctometero 
I • 
The basis for much of today Os design is the Gier- ~-
Dunkle reflectometer (112)0 Tingwalt (305) experimented 
with a sample.1• suspended in a glass chamber heated by 
condensing sulfuro A combination of these designs is 
· that of Dunkle et al (85)o This system, shown in Figo 
C•l2 9 permits directional reflectance measurementsa 
The sample~ which is water cooled on the back~ is 
.! 
i. 
mounted on a rotatable supporto An index head on the 
exterior of the cavity permits fine adjustment of the 
angle of reflectancea To maximize the emittance of the 
cavity interior 9 the nickel walls are grooved and coated 
' ' C • °'/' 
·with high temperature black painto Coiled Kanthal A-1 
wire heaters heat two sides a.rid the top and bottom of 
the cavityo To check on temperature gradientsj 19 
thermocouple·s are mounted in the walls of the nickel 
cavity o 
.. 
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To ensure that the reference standard is subjected 
to the same dist.ribution of radiation intensity as the 
samplej the reference is attached next to the sample 
on the rotatable supporto The platinum reference is 
·the shape of a fin, and a thermocouple on its back 
~ 
side indicates temperatureo By using a reference 
_standard of this type, the uncertainty in reflectance 
due to temperature gradients is reduced to less than 
one per cent at wavel~ngths greater than .... 4~ o 
The measured reflectance values, ~;¢~A. (1-11;,,. 11) 9 
were found to agree only qualitatively with normal~ 
ized reflectances obtained by theoretical analysis 
using Fresnel 0 s relationshipso The significance of 
· these results is that measured values of normal re~ 
flectance, ~>. ( H, ~ ,-r) , should not be used to find 
values of hemispherical reflectance 
- f 1-1, >. ( f-11 A 1 ). 
To make such a transition to hemispherical reflectance 
values 9 directional reflectances, ~~ ¢/ >... ( 1-1, /\./T)9 should 
be integrated over a hemisphereo 
Reid and McA11ster (244) and Starr· and Streed 
'• (289) built systems with a design similar to that of 
Gier et al ·(112) o Probably the most elaborate hohlraum 
to date is the design of Shaw (279) shown in Figo C-130 · 
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. t"'° Two stainless steel radiation shields enclose the ··· 
hohlraum assemblyo The inner cavity is also cons-
, tructed of stainless stee 1, and a temperature of 
aoo 0 c is maintained on the inside surface of the 
\ .. 
cavity by Kanthal resi·stance wire heaters o To check 
on temperature gradients, 24 thermocouples are peened 
into the outer surface of the stainless steel cavityo 
The specimen is mounted on the water cooled sample 
holdero In order that a highly reflect! ve sample does 
not re fleet a mirror image of the viewing aperture i 
the normal to the surface of the sample is about 4° 
~ off of the sample-viewing aperture axiso The coated 
samples were prepared on a Oo04 to Oa06 ino thick 
·copper or aluminum base for more effective coolingo 
A rigorous analysis of errors involved in the above 
system is carried out by Streed et al (293) o Consi~. 
deration is given to deviations caused by the ancer--
tainty of the cavity temperature 1 the effect or the 
viewing aperture on both direct irradiation of the 
sample and the indirect irradiation of other areas of 
the cavity walls, the effect of the cold sample on 
the cavity reference area, the uncertainty in dete~ 
mination of sample temperature, and the effect of 
sample emissiono 
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Do ,.Bidirectional Reflectance Methods 
\ 
Reflectance measurement techniques discussed so 
'-,'' 
far have used hemispherical irradiation of the sample 
and angular collection of the reflected radiation or 
angular irradiation and hemispherical collectiono 
Sometimes 1 t· is desirable» espec·tally in sample surface 
roughness studies» to make bidirectional reflectancej 
fe~t," {e,¢, I}, measurementso Agnew and McQuistan (4) 
used bidirectiona·l reflectance measurements to establish 
(.. , ~ ,J• 
diffuse standards of spectral reflectance o ( Deter-
[, 
mination of "diffuseness" of a surface is important 
because it is a function of the roughness of the sur~ 
face o) Thus, characterization of a surface by roughness 
or "diffuseness" permits a better class1r1ofation of 
the emittance of the surfacea Figo C-14 shows that the 
system· consists of a stationary sample an-d source mount 
and a rotating table to which the detector is fixedo 
A globar source emits radiation which passes through a 
chopperi two sets of collimating diaphragms 9 and a 
quartz filtera After passing through the wavelength 
selector filter» the radiation is reflected from a rota,ap 
t~ble mirror to. the sampleo Collect1o·n of the radiation 
\ 
reflected from the sample is accomplished by the pneu= 
matic infrared detectoro The geometry of the table is 
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such that the length of the .optical path between the 
sample and detector is not altered when the angle of 
collection is varied by rotating the tableo By taking 
ratios of the reflectance values obtained by variation 
I 
of e and e » where ·these angles are the same as those 
in the definition of bidirectional (ioeo biangular) 
reflectance, fe1¢>, (e,tt>,T}, diffuse standards of various 
surfaces were obtainedo 
Torrance and Sparrow (306) describe a system for 
measurement of the bidirectional reflectance of non~ 
conductors from Oo5 to 12~o Figo C-15 shows a spatial 
representation of the path of radiation from its source 
to the detectoro The 1/4 ino globar source~ which is 
housed in a water cooled jacket with a 3/4 by 1/4 ino 
aperturej emits radiation that is reflected from an 
aluminum spherical mirroro This reflected radiation is 
concentrated on the surface of the sample, where it is 
again reflected to the collecting mirrori then into 
the Perkin~Elmer spectrometero Since biangular refleo~ 
tance is considered, the solid angles of the incident 
and reflected radiation are of particular importanceo 
The radius of curvature of the first spherical mirror 
is such that 1 t subtends a solid angle of ?T/1024 
ster1d1ans with respect to the sample and the glob~r 
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source o · A solid angle of the same value 1 .. s subtended 
by the second spherical (collecting) mirror with respect 
to the sample and the entrance slit of the spectrometero 
A multiple-yoke apparatus permits rotation of the 
sample about the three principal axes to give varying 
angles of incidence and reflection for measurement of 
bidirectional reflectance - f8 , ¢'.{ e, ¢,t} o Axis A is used 
to set the angle of incidence ... e, while rotation of 
axes B and C determines the angles of reflection - e' and 
c/J"o The azimuthal angle of incidence i ¢ j is zeroo To 
ensure that the length of the optical paths does not 
change 5) the origin of the principal axes is fixed on the 
surface of the sampleo 
Measurements were made of both the root mean square 
optical roughness and mechanical roughness so that re-
flectance values coulb be correlated with wavelength and 
.\ 
roughnesso By measuring the radiation in the specular 
direction an indication of the degree of specular! ty 
j 
of the surface as a function of e and roughness was 
obtainedo (Surfaces of low specularity are highly dif-
fuseo) A similar experiment for electrical conductors 
was performed by B1rkebak ( 26) a Birkebak and Eckert ( 27) 
·,· 
\. 
:\ 
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also used a multiple yoke apparatus for obtaining bidirec- . : , 
: I 
tional re·flectance measurements o I~ 
,,, 
Bennet (19) comments on the desirability of making 
directional reflectance· measurements at riear normal 
incidence. That is 11 (e; (f)' ( 8,¢1 r) approache~ (8 ~ <P' ( N/1} • 
At normal incidence, or incident angles less than 10~)~ 
the average perpendicular and parallel components of the 
reflectance differ from the theoretical expression for 
reflectance of normally incident radiation by less than 
OoOl reflectance valueo The increased polarization.effect 
at large angles of incidence is shown in Figo C~l6o In 
most cases~ the deviation of the parallel and perpendi~ 
cular components of reflectance from the theoretical value 
of reflectance at·normal incidence is less than the 
precision of measurement attainableo Bennet 8 s analysis 
concerns only specular reflectance considerations ) 
J.1> 
( 9 = e 1i ¢ = ¢1) o An investigation of polarization effects 
,, 
at" values of e'j ¢' other than the specular angles is 
yet to be undertakeno 
Anoth·er error which increases as the angle of the 
incident radiation from the normal to the surface in-
creases is the value of· the "representative" angle of . 
incident radiationo. When a beam of radiation is co1·11-
,. 
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mated on the surface .or the sample, each vector re-
presenting· the direction of propagation of the e·lectrocsa 
magnetic wave makes a different ·angle with the surface 
of sampleo Since there is a very large number of such 
vectors in a beam of radiation» each making a different 
angle with the sample surface, it is difficult to.deter~ 
mine a representative· value of the angle of the incident 
radiationo 
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I IVo Cal'orimetric Methods or Determining Emittance 
Ao Equilibrium Methods 
·- I 
,f' Equilibrium ·_calor.imetric measurements· of em1 ttance 
are characterized by·the sample and its surroundings 
being at·constant but different·temperatures throughout 
the testo A heat balance on the sample is nec·essary to 
accurately- ·determine·· the value of sample emittanceo 
Nyland ( 222) presents·· a heat· balance· that considers the 
net heat tr.ansfer from the sample by radiation 
(QRAol -- QleA&>o ) ., the heat generated within the sample 
(Qgen), the heat s,tored in the sample (Qmc) i and a term 
to account for losses through the thermocouple and 
power leads (Q1 ) a If the subscripts s and e denote the 
sample and surroundings s o<se signifies the absorptance 
of the sample for irradiation by the surroundingsi and 
-~ o<.es represents the absorptance of the surroundings for 
irradiation by· the sample 9 the contributions to the net 
heat transfer are 
QGEN' : A {G4N ·. 
Q ~At>i = A a< se Et!! (S" Te if,, 
Q /e,iOo = A o( es Cs -6 's + 
G.Nc = '11 C. d7;, /cit 
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The· generalized form or the sample heat balance is 
QR4Dl r Q.6'eN = QNc + QRA~0 + QL 
It ,must· be pointed' out that this heat balance of 
- } . 
Nyland does not account for. heat lost from the sample 
by convectiono Also, radiation which is emitted from 
the sample and reflected from the chamber walls back 
to the'sample is not included in the balanceo 
The equation which is commonly used to evaluate 
sample emittance by the equilibrium method is 
l Ge"'=. f: ) 
€s= - - ) lD-2. 6 ( Ts cf. - le 4-
Thus 9 a number of constraints must be applied to the 
experimental meth·od to obtain the above expression from 
the formulation of Nyland as given by ego (D-l)o The 
surroundings of the sample ~st pe a black body 
( Ee • c<e.5 • l), the ratio of the sample emittance to the 
sample absorptance .. for irradiation by the surroundings 
must be unity ( ~e"" 1) » steady state conditions have 
to be maintained ( f{f = O), and the conductive losses must 
be zero· (QL = 0) in order to obtain eqo (D-2)o Obviouslyi 
-the accuracy which can be atta1n·ed by use of eq o (D-2) 
is dependent on the degree to which the ab eve constraints 
-N:[6 -
4M"' 1} 
. __ ...... , 
. r 
1· 
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can be sat1af1ecf~ 
Al though the above approach of Nyland is often used i 
a more rigorous analysis can be made using the radiation / .. 
!·\~µ 
network theory of Oppenheim (226) o A general electrical 
analogy can be established for the heat transfer between 
the sample (s) and its surroundings (e) shown in Figo 
D-lo To employ this-. analogy, 1 t must be assumed that 
'both the surroundings and the sample are gray diffuse 
radiators with uniform temperature distributionso The 
generalized heat balance is 
. , . q .,_,.,c dr. 
1-•/6111 = /ie1to~ s-e t- f1. r ;c,wv -f- As Jt 
At system equilibrium, the transient temperature term 
-~ does not applyo Since most tests are performed in a 
high vacuum, convection is negligible o Also i conduc-
tion from the sample via the power leads and the thermo-
~ 
couple wires may be neglected (q1 = O)o This leaves 
the radiation term, and the network analogy is 
. w, 
I 
A 
We 
where J is the·radiosity and Wis the black body em1ss1ve 
powero The heat transferred by radiation becomes 
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/~l'Jo s--e= Ws- We /-cs ... w~-r . I /-Ee 
-f- -1-· Ases 4s Fse 
€~Ae. 
For the case of A<< A and Fse - 1, the above s ·e 
reduces to 
-f- / + I - Es ~ 
·Ee A~ 
and 
';-lit. Ill> s--e = NET 61/s ('"Ts-r -7e"') 
~€s 
the sample emittance becomes 
- €s = 
(t,-+) 
formula 
(0-5) 
It should be emphasized that this expression is 
derived without assuming that the emittance of the chambe~ 
( E"c:) is unity o If the e·ffe ct! ve emittance of th~ sur-
roundings (ee) were known, then the value could be 
substituted in eqo D-5 1 and the reflection of the chamber 
would be accounted foro , Also assumed in the derivation 
of eqo (D-..7) is the fact that the sample emittance equals· 
the sample absorptance o In many cases, this assumption 
will produce a significant erroro To compensate for this 
inequality, it 1s necessary to return to formula (D-1) 
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. 
Sadler et al (260) describe an apparatus for deter~ 
mining total hemispherical em1 ttance that· consists of 
an emissometer housed in a vacuum chamber (5 x 10-6 mm Hg)o 
As shown in Figo D~2, constant temperature surroundings 
are provided for the emissometer by a liquid nitrogen 
cooled cylinder placed between the emissometer and the 
vacuum chamber a 
The emissometer design ensures that heat is lost 
~o the surroundings only by radiationo To prevent heat 
loss from the sample by conduction, the side and bottom 
walls of the emissometer are composed of a guard heater 
that is· at nearly the same temperature as the sampleo 
The sample forms the top surface of the emissometer» 
and a layer of silicone grease, a heater plate, a nichrome 
wire heater 5 and a layer of fiberglass insulation lie 
beneath the sample in that ordero 
For accurate calculation of the emittance using this 
apparatus, ·1 t is necessary to know the exact area of 
the emitting surfaceo A formulation similar to eqo 
(D-2) is proposed, and the units or q are btu/hr-rt2 o gen 
Therefore, the power output of the Nichrome heater per 
., 
unit area of the emitting surface is neededo Unless the 
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Figure D-2. Emissometer in Chamber (260) 
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edges or the sample are surrounded by an isothermal wall 
at the same temperature as the specimen. it is advan-
tageous to have an extremely thin sample with a large 
surface area to. minimize undesirable "edge emission" 
losses o 
The value of employing a chamber of known temper-
ature to enclose the sample, as in the above systemj is 
readily seen if it is compared with a system that uses a 
thermopile detector for determination ~'of hemispherical · 
emi ttancec,p Schmidt and Janssen ( 26 8) describe such a 
system which consists of a fixed thermopile assembly and 
__ , .... 
a sample holder mounted on a collimating tube so that the 
~distance between the sample and the detector is adjustableo 
The objective with this type of system is to obtain a 
shape factor of loO from the sample to the detectoro 
Howeverj it is noted that a shape factor of only O 0988 
can be attained with this apparatuso If the equation 
of radiant exchange is written for the detector and 
sample 1 it is seen that the value of the shape factor 
directly affects the measured value of hemispherical 
emittanceo Thus» the use of the "sample in chamber" 
method for measurement 0£ hemispherical emittance is 
easily justifiedo 
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An apparatus ror the measurement or both total 
normal emittance (€(N,r)) and total hemispherical emit-
tance (E(r}) is described by Abbott (l)o The system 
consists of an electrically heated ribbon sample mounted 
vertically in a water cooled vacuum chambero A thermo-
pile is placed so that it. de.tacts radiation in a direction 
normal to the surface of the sample. 
The ribbon specimen is about 12 ino long, Oo4 ino 
~' 
wide» and 00005 ino·thicko It is rotatable about its 
.. 
vertical axis, and a tension adjustment is provided to 
account for thermal expansion of the specimeno Thermo~ 
couples are attached to the sample strip in one of two 
different waysi depending on the composition of the 
sampleo If both the thermocouple and metal sample have 
high melting points, welding provides a suitable contacto 
Otherw1se 9 a Oa005 ino hole is drilled in the ribbon 
strip and the end of the wire is swaged in the holeo 
Abbott (1) accounts for the fact that the ratio 
of the sample absorptance for irradiation by the water 
cooled wall ·of the vacuum chamber to the emittance of 
( c::(se ) the sample does not·equal unity Es~ 1 o If thi·s is 
the case, then the general formula for the equilibrium 
j 
calorimetric- method of emittance determination becomes 
;;:~· ....... :.11 
'\ 
/ 
······-·- •. _.._._.._ ..... "·"··---~-·--·,-~ ..... -- ..... ~--·,v;, .. ~~....,:.~,,._';;·..:~~t·~ .. ,_.·' ,., 
?(},£fl 
. €. (Ts) =:a -(-.-;:><-=-) ~) 
6 Ts 4 -.(~: Te.4 
(0-8) 
,, . 
It is noted that if this ratio of absorptance to emit..-
• tance is assumed to equal unity j and T8 /Te. ,is greater 
than 3a0, then the error in emittance will be about 1%o 
However as the temperature of the sample and surround~ 
,/l 
1ngs approach each otherj the error becomes significanto 
It is desirable to· express the absorptance~emittance 
ratio as a function of temperaturea Davisson and Weeks 
(70) give- an expression for the total hemispheri~al 
emissivity of a metal as a function of electrical resis-
tivity <e> and temperatureo Since the surroundings 
(water cooled chamber) approximate a black body from the 
perspective of the samplej the expression for sample 
absorptance becomes 
where a and b are constantso Similarly» the formulation 
for the sample emittance is 
e(r)s: '=l ((Ts) i -1- 6(r rs)+--·----
If the above two equations are divided and higher order 
terms are neglecteds an approximation of the ratio of 
sample absorptance to emittance is obtainedo 
o<'5e ;: (7e) ~ 
Es 7i 
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Therefore, the hemispherical e.mittance may be expressed 
as 
\, 6(7;1--~) ~,:;~~~ T 
- By comparing the indicated emissive power of the sample 
. ' 
measured normal to its surface by the thermopile detec-· 
tor, and making use of the total black body emissive 
power as given by the Stefan-Boltzmann law~ the total 
normal emittance becomes 
V 
.§ (ts~ -- @) Y2 -r- •) 
-rr s lT5 ,e I 
The voltage output of the thermopile is denoted by Vo 
Consideration of the previous two equations enables a 
general formulation between the hemispherical and total 
emittance to be madeo 
11 V 
(IJ-lo) 
The above expression compensates for deviations 
r 
from Lambert Os Cosine - Law of the spatial distribution 
of emitted radiationo- If the thermopile detector alone 
were used for determining the hemispherical emittanoei it 
would be necessary to take directional measurements and 
integrate the results over a hemisphere to account for 
aberrations from a Lambertain distributiono 
-·· 185 ca) 
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Funa! (101) presents a design that can measure total 
hemispherical emittance to within 5o0% accuracyo Bas!~ 
.,. 
cally j the apparatus cons is ts of a cylindrical sample 
suspended in a liquid nitrogen cooled chamber that is / 
maintained at a vacuum. of 10=6 mm. Hgo Of particular 
interest is the sample·heating unit which minimizes 
losses due to conductiono As shown in Figo D~3~ the 
sample is a hollow cylinder one inch in diameter with 
walls Oo06 1no thick and two holes drilled in its top 
·--. .,:. 
for insertion of the power leadso Heating is accomplished 
by the 500 watt tungsten filament which is connected to 
the power leadso By writing a heat balance between 
the filament and the interior of the sample cylinder, 
the required power input to the filament for a given 
sample temperature is obtainedo Since the only contact 
that the·sample has with the vacuum chamber are the 15 
mil diao power leads and the thermocouple wiresj nearly 
all the sample heat loss is due to radiationo 
Mikk and Askwyth (209) describe a design that also 
minimizes conduction heat losses from the sampleo As 
shown in Figa D-4, the basic components of the system are 
a tubular sample mounted in a stainless steel bell jar 
coated on the interior with aluminum phosphate bonded 
- 186 ~ ,. 
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with silicon carbide and silicon· dioxideo Two viewing 
windows on opposite sides of the chamber provide an 
airtight seal for the 10-7 nun Hg vacuumo To prevent 
losses through the wi~dows~ a magnetically operated 
shutter reflects ·radiation to other portions of the eold 
wall when th·e windows are · not in use o 
·The electrically resistance heated specimen has 
the shape of a thin walled tube about 9 ino longo These 
heaters, whtch consist of tungsten wire coilj transfer 
0 
energy to the ends of the specimen by radiation onlyo 
The sides of the heaters that face the middle section 
of the specimen prevent extraneous radiation from reaching 
that portion of the tubeo Not shown in the diagram are 
12 thermocouple leads which are attached at various points 
along the length of the tube o A black body hole in the 
center of the tube is used for pyrometrio determination 
of true temperatureo 
To account for the effects of linear expansion due 
to temperature differences£> a thermal expansion compen-
sa t.ion devi·ce is installedo Although no mention is made 
of the change in effective emitting a:rea due to thermal 
expansion effects~ it seems that this change in area 
should be accounted for the product of voltage and curren·to 
· .
.... 
l 
,, ...... Qgen represents the total energy output of the metal rodo 
The desired q is obtained from the measurable quantity» 
. gen 
Qgen~ by·dividing by the effective emitting area of the 
rodo Examination of·the equation for determination of 
hemispherical emittance shows that the deviation in emit~ 
tance is inversely proportional to the deviation in the 
effective emitting areao .. 
It is noted that possible errors with this apparatus 
may be due to radiation reflection from the chamber wall, 
drift in the thermocouple calibrationi non~uniform tern~ 
perature 1 distribition in the sample~ and heat conduction 
losseso The overall root mean square error in emittance 
due to uncertainties in the system components is 2o0%j 
I 
and the error due to conduction losses· may reach 5o0% of 
the emittanceo 
Worthing and Halliday (328) present a system with a 
sample 1n the form of a hollow tube with a black body 
hole for pyrometric determination of temperatureo 
Current electrodes at either end of the sample enable 
the specimen to be electrically heatedo Allen· et al (6) 
have devised an apparatus that uses 1/8 ino d1ao polished 
rods with a black body hole for measureme·nts in the 
vicinity of 2300°Ko 
... 
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·The .. problem· of heat loss from the ends of a specimen 
·· ··can be evaluated by using the system of Bradley and 
Entwistle ( 41) o Of general interest are the designs of 
Forsythe·and· Watson (98), Richmond and Harrison (252), 
Davisson and Weeks (79), and Dotson (78) which all have 
a heated specimen strip suspended.in a vacuum chambero 
Equilibrium calorimetric measurements of emittance 
may also be made by suspending a heated spherically 
shaped samp·le inside an evacuated sphere o Drunnneter and 
Goldstein (80) review a system in which the inner sphere, 
coated with the sample material, is heated by a cartridge 
elemento The outer sphere is immersed in a dry ice-
alcohol batho For measurements of the emittance of thin 
sheet metals, two concentric cylinders are used in the 
apparatus of Ward and McDonough (314)0 A sheet of 
metal specimen·is·wrapped·around a·resistively heated rod 
·to·form the ·inner cylindero The outer cylinderj which 
is made of _304 stainless steel, has double walls so 
that liquid nitrogen may ·be circulated between themo A 
theoretical analysis of the radiant heat exchange between 
two concentric cy1·1nders is pres.ented and the resultant 
formulation is compare·d to th,e equation for the "wire \ 
in vacuum" methodo 
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Bo Dynamic Methods 
Although the construction of the physical systems 
for dynamic calorimetric ~methods is 1Similar to that used 
for equilibrium techniques» the variation of the temper-
ature of the sample with time in the dynamic approach 
calls for reconsideration of the general heat balance 
' 
equation (D-3)o 
When the variation of the sample temperature with 
~,.. time is··considered, the last term on the right side of 
the above equation becomes significanto This time~ 
temperature variation is achieved by heating the sample 
to an elevated temperature, shutting off the poweri and 
allowing-it to coolo Thusi no heat is generated during 
the temperature decay process and ,the value of qgen in 
the above equation is zeroo If the sample emittance 
· equals 1 ts abs orp tan ce ( o(se = Es) , then 
dT-s Q ~ if1 C jt - f-L Es = ---------/!J 5 ( fs ~ - ?e"") 
The extraneous heat loss term is included in the above 
formulation because conduction losses through the 
thermocouples and p·ower leads must be accounted foro 
• 
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Gaumer et al {107) describe a transient calorimetric 
measuring device that consists of an electrically heated 
sample suspended by its power leads in a blackened 
cryogenic chambero The sample has a cylindrical shape 
' 
and it is noted that it must be a material of high the~~ 
mal conductivity to minimize temperature gradientso If 
the material to be tested is a dielectric~ a thin layer 
of the specimen is applied to a conducting cylindero The 
system of Cairns (51) has a cylindrical samplei and meas-
urements of emittance from 100° to 900°C can be made o 
ff p 
u 
D 
The va·cuum chamber is a copper cylinder blackened 
on the inside with Parson's Optical Black Lacquer,there~ 
by giving the chamber an emittance greater than Oo97lo 
Liquid nitrogen maintains the walls at -197°C~ and the 
chamber is evacuated to a vacuum of 10-5 mm Hgo 
Often the sample is heated by radiation from an 
external source o An apparatus using such a source is 
presented by Gaumer and Stewart (lOB)o As shown in Figo 
~ 
D-5, the sampl~ is supported by its own thermocouple 
leads in a blackened copper chamber that is cooled by 
liquid nitrogeno This cold chamber in turn is housed 
within an evacuated stainless steel containero Radia~ 
tion emanates from a solar similator sourcei is split 
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by intervening optics 9 and is focused on both sides of 
the sample o The mi-111 volt recorder produces a temper~t~re 
vsa time curve so that values of the temperature decay 
rate can be calculateda· 
The form of the hemispherical emittance equation 
that Gaumer and Stewart ( 108) p .. ropose is 
(d-r;) 
€ (-r) == -me _;It 
· A 6 Is.,,,_ :(f?-·12) 
Thus, the conductive heat loss through the thermocouple 
wires and the temperature of the cold chamber are not 
taken into accounto For high sample temperature both 
of these parameters can be neglected without significant 
erroro When the temperature decay process is performed 
over a .low temperature tange ~ then the temperature of 
the surroundings should be consideredo If the above 
equation is used in its given formi both the slope of 
the temperature~time curve and the fourth power of the 
temperature must be determinedo By integrating tnis 
equation between the limits of two different times 
(tA and t 8 ) and the temperature corresponding to these 
times (TA and T8 ), 
Jt 
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_J ~1mpl1f1ed version or the original hemispherical emit-
tance equation is obtainedo 
E(r)= "tC ( l I (p-14) -~ 6A (t~ - tA) k_?> rs: SA . 
It must be emphasized that the specific heat and hemis-
pherical emittance ar~ assumed to remain constant over 
the temperature range of integrationo 
It is pointed out that there may be: a significant 
error in the specific heat when coated ·samples are testedo 
When a coating m·aterial is applied to a highly conduc.., 
tive metal substratei an evaluation of the thermal mass 
of the coating is extreme,ly difficulto Th.us~ it is 
desirable to make the thermal mass of the metal subs-
trate very large so that the contribution of the coating 
to the overall specific heat term becomes negligibleo 
Butler and Inn (48) describe apparatus for transient 
calorimetric measurements similar to that presented 
abovea The sample is suspended by its thermocouple wires 
in a water cooled chambero Heating of the specimen is 
accomplished by radiation from a high intensity carbon 
arc image furnacea A Brown recording potentiometer is 
capable of recording a temperature decay curve to within 
Oa6°C at any temperatureo 
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The design or Fussell et al (102) has a black 
sample suspended from the· bottom of a disk shaped sample 
which in turn is supported by 1 ts own thermocouple wire 
from·the top of a vacuum chambero By coating the black 
monitor sample with a material of high emittance~ and 
measuring the usual parameters prescribed by the general 
formula for the transient calorimetric technique 9 the 
value of hemispherical emittance by substitution of the 
measured quantities in the general formul·a should be 
close to unityo Thus 9 the black monitor sample will 
readily show the presence of radical errors in the systemo 
A unique emittance measuring technique that does 
I ,, 
not require the measurement of the heat generated within 
the specimen is proposed by Brandt (44)o The system 
consists of a long thin rod that is heated at one end 
and cooled by essentially non=reflecting surroundingso 
By measuring the temperature profile of the rod and 
writing the differential equation for the heat fluxi the 
sample emittance may be solved foro If y is the ratio 
of the temperature at point x along the rod to the tem~ 
' ! 
perature-of the basej z is the ratio of the distance x 
to the length of rods r is the radius of the rodj q is 
the heat emitted from the wall plus the effect of gas 
conduct1on 9 k is the thermal conductivity, and Tis 
.-. 197 a» 
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' ~, 
the temperature or the base or the rod, the dimensionless 
differential equation is . .., 
1
+ _ 2L 2 ( ¥o<s.) 
/l /(76 .(a--1-~J ... 
\ 
}. 
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Conclusion 
.. 
I ' 
The results of this inyestigation indicate that 
there are a number of methods of measuring emittancei 
and the approach that is used depends on the accuracy 
desiredo It appears that indi1•ect optical methods can 
be used effectively at ambient temperatures with samples 
or high reflectanceo The black body comparison tech-
nique is the· most flexible methodi and it can be used 
over a wire range of temperatureso For samples of low 
emittance, the calorimetric approach is the most 
desirableo 
When making emi.ttance measurements I the limitations 
of a system for a particular·wavelength and temperature 
. 
range should be consideredo A thorough investigation 
of all pos~ible emittance measuring techniques will · 
\ insure that the most efficient approach is used for the 
given parameterso The investigation should begin with 
a compilation or relevant current literature such as the 
bibliography Which follOWSo 
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